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Abstract
Modern semiconductor devices often require the use of multi-material systems in order to operate. This
inevitably requires the formation of an interface where the two dissimilar materials are joined. Two such
examples are quantum dots (QDs) which incorporate 3D geometries with non-planar interfaces and 2D
materials which comprise single atom thick geometries. These promise to revolutionize nanoelectronics
with increases in device performance and efficiency spanning applications such as photovoltaics, quantum
computing, memory storage, and transistors. However, a limiting factor in the realization of such devices
is the often undesirable defect formation that arises from the combination of lattice mismatched materials
which motivates the study of compatible material selections and improved fabrication techniques. One
way in which these discoveries can be realized is through computational modeling which can provide a
thorough understanding of the energetics of accompanying defect structures and, therefore, the accompanying
conditions in which they might be expected. Continuum based methods offer one solution for predicting
their defect or dislocation onset. However, this implementation does not easily allow for the fine, atomistic
detail needed for predicting the important core structures involved.
Atomistic modeling offers a more detailed solution but the defect structure must often be assumed in
order to compute the accompanying configurational energy. When the exact defect structure is unknown,
methods such as molecular dynamics (MD), Monte Carlo (MC) techniques, or other ad-hoc implementations
are used to find the atomistic structure with the lowest energy among all the possibilities available. Although
these approaches include the detail needed to describe core structures and other complex processes, they
can often fail to find minimum energy structures due to long time-scales or sampling limitations that make
them computationally expensive. Also, many of these studies either neglect or inefficiently implement
the relative energy contributions associated with a Grand Canonical (GC) ensemble where a much more
favorable defect structure can be obtained with more or fewer atoms than the initialized system. A complete
mapping of this high dimensional energy landscape can present valuable insight when predicting low energy
structures associated with a specific material combination as most 2D and 3D materials have competing
defect structures across a variable number of atoms. In this work, a new GC potential energy surface
ii
(GC-PES) exploration technique is presented known as the Grand-Canonical Minima Hopping (GCMH)
method, which provides an efficient and adaptive energy landscape exploration for predicting the lowest
energy configuration or defect structures present in a given system.
Leading to the details of this new procedure, three studies are first discussed in order to highlight the
role of dislocations for strain relief and the coupling that these defects have to material properties. These
works include a continuum analysis of strain and band alignment in 3D GaAs/GaSb QDs, a critical thick-
ness study in 2D h-BN/graphene heterostructures, and an investigation of moire´ patterns in 2D materials.
Following a description of the underlying Minima Hopping method (MH), the procedure behind the GCMH
method is presented along with a case study on fullerene structures. Next, the importance of the atomistic
representation for a PES exploration is shown and a parallelization scheme based on distributed softening
is discussed. The GCMH is applied to a dislocated graphene system and the structural manifestation of
several types of defects is compared to experiments.
iii
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Chapter Overview
The following summarizes the main topics of each chapter:
• Chapter 1 discusses physical configurations of defects and interfaces in materials for 2D and 3D ma-
terials. It also details a continuum study that motivates the development of the GCMH method. The
study highlights the effects that strain has in the energy band alignment of III-V quantum dot (QD)
systems and the importance of the assumed core structure.
• Chapter 2 presents an atomistic study that applies the standard 3D critical thickness model for dislo-
cation formation to 2D h-BH/graphene heterostructures. Also, this chapter includes an analysis on the
interlayer charge effects in defected and lattice-mismatched 2D materials using a convolution technique
to approximate the moire´ pattern.
• In Chapter 3, previous energy based atomistic methods are summarized and the procedure behind the
standard Minima Hopping (MH) method is detailed.
• In Chapter 4, a simple case study of the energy landscape of fullerene structures is presented that
serves as the basis for the development of the GC-PES methodology. The study introduces the use of
specialized point-defect based GC moves as shortcuts in the exploration of the potential energy surface.
Several new techniques are introduced that allow an efficient sampling of the GC-PES such as an
additional configuration-based GC feedback mechanism and a unique energy super-basin classification.
The importance that smoothness has in a PES exploration is discussed and a parallelization technique,
based on variable softening, is also proposed to ensure a more diverse sampling of GCMH or MH task
groups during a PES exploration. The technique is demonstrated on a fullerene cluster using two types
of task group communication procedures.
• Chapter 5 presents the application of the GC-PES methodology as a tool for dislocation prediction
applied specifically in 2D materials. This technique is demonstrated on a strained, dislocated graphene
system with a full core reconstruction. The results of several calculations are included with different
GCMH input parameters and comparisons regarding the stability are made with experiments.
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• Chapter 6 summarizes the results and includes an outlook on the future of defect or low energy structure
prediction techniques such as GCMH with suggestions for improvements and modifications.
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Chapter 1
Dislocations: Strain Relief and
Coupling to Device Properties
1.1 Dislocation Structures
First described by Volterra6, dislocations are linear crystal defects that occur when crystallographic registry
is lost. During crystal deformation, these defects are the resulting carriers of plastic deformation and were
eventually recognized as the primary reason materials fail far below their theoretical strength7. Dislocations
also manifest as a natural mechanism for strain relief in a material and can occur, for instance, as a result
of lattice mismatch between dissimiliar material systems.8,9
Dislocations can be categorized as having edge, screw, or mixed component types. An edge dislocation
is easily visualized by the formation process in Fig. 1.1A between the two lattice mismatched materials,
Material A and Material B. A dislocation core structure is formed at the equivalent termination of the extra
half plane of atoms resulting also in a dangling bond that can have a direct impact on the electronic or
optical properties of the material. The burgers vector, ~b, shown by the red arrow, indicates the magnitude
and direction of the lattice distortion and is easily determined by the closure of a burgers circuit (black
dashed lines with arrows) surrounding the dislocation core. A dislocation is further characterized by a
dislocation line which traverses the length of the defect. For the edge dislocation shown, this direction is
into the page and is perpendicular to the burgers vector. A screw dislocation is more difficult to visualize
but can easily be constructed by the following shear process: if a half plane of atoms in the pristine Material
A is pulled out of the page by one lattice vector while the adjacent half plane of atoms is held fixed, a screw
dislocation is formed with a burgers vector and dislocation line that are parallel to each other.
The elastic strain fields arising from dislocations and their interactions are important in describing their
energetics and stability against formation.10–12 Several analytical representations for the strain have been
proposed.13–16 The inset figure shown in Fig. 1.1A illustrates as an example one component of the strain
profile surrounding the edge dislocation core for a planar interface. However, dislocations are not soley limited
to planar 3D geometries. For instance, a dislocation can occur as a result of the non-planar combination
of dissimiliar materials in a 3D quantum dot system17, shown in Fig. 1.1B or at the 2D interface of a
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multi-material system with a single atom thickess as shown in Fig. 1.1C. With varying morphologies and
competing defect configurations, many different types of core reconstructions are possible. The following
analysis is presented as the initial motivation for the development of a dislocation structure prediction tool.
This analysis examines the structural and interface effects of dislocations and strain in 3D GaAs/GaSB
quantum dot systems using a continuum model to study band alignment. The band alignment of these
systems is shown to be highly sensitive to the assumed defect structure used in the analysis.
Figure 1.1: A) Illustration of edge dislocation formation between two lattice mismatched systems with
burgers vector ~b shown by the red arrow and the equivalent extra plane of atoms shown in cyan. The
inset figure shows one component of the resulting strain profile, ezz, near the core region. B) Continuum
representation of a 3D embedded quantum dot with an ellipsoidal geometry. C) 2D material interface with
an interfacial misfit dislocation. The resulting dislocation core is colored in green.
1.2 Influence of Strain and Dislocations on Band Alignment
Quantum dots are unique 2D or 3D nanostructures commonly fabricated using epitaxial or layer by layer
techniques such as Chemical Vapor Deposition or Molecular Beam epitaxy. The attractiveness of such nanos-
tructures stems from the controllable effects that length scales and geometries have on the confinement of
electrons and holes. The manner in which the conduction and valence band potentials of such structures
aligns greatly influences the device application in which they are implemented and such properties have
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suggested a great potential to construct highly efficient device systems. An example of two unique band
structure alignments for a double heterostructure and embedded quantum dot system is depicted in Fig. 1.2.
A nested (type I) band alignment, which facilitates electron-hole recombination, is useful for light-emitting
devices. A staggered (type II) band alignment enables spatial separation of charge carriers, which is useful for
charge-based memory and solar cell devices.18 GaAsSb based quantum structures are predicted to undergo
strain and/or composition induced transitions from type I to type II offsets.19,20 However, there are conflict-
ing reports in the literature regarding the experimental signature for the type I to type II transition,21–28and
a predictive framework for the composition and strain dependence of the band offsets has yet to be developed.
Conventional Model Solid Theory,29 which relates the average atomic electrostatic potential to the vacuum
level, predicts a type-I band alignment for unstrained GaSb/GaAs hetero-structures. In addition, band edge
calculations have predicted type I (type II) offsets for unstrained (strained) GaSb/GaAs QDs. It has been
suggested that the Sb/Ga beam-equivalent pressure (BEP) and/or the GaAs surface termination can be
used to selectively nucleate coherently strained vs. relaxed QDs. Also, for capped GaSb/GaAs QDs, atomic
structures ranging from clusters to rings to dots have been reported. However, the influence of residual
strain and the nanoscale structure on band offsets of GaSb/GaAs QDs remains an open question.
Figure 1.2: Schematic showing the compositions for a double heterostructure (left) and embedded quantum
dot (right) system. The accompanying type-I/II band structure alignment (center) is shown for the material
directions designated by the arrows. The ground state electron and hole charge density profiles in the
conduction and valence bands respectively are shown by the dotted line curves. Type-I alignment shows a
spatial coexistence of electron and hole charge densities while type-II alignment results in a spatial separation.
The formation of such structures is ultimately guided by mechanisms of energy relief and often results
in the formation of defects or dislocations from the lattice mismatch between dissimilar materials. For
example, Fig. 1.3A shows the uniform atomistic compositions of a coherent 2D h-BN QD in graphene
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while Fig. 1.3B shows the incoherent equivalent with dislocation cores near the top and bottom of the QD.
Although the structure contains a single atom thickness directed into the page, the 2D quantum dot can be
treated similarly to a 3D system under a plane stress assumption. The formation energy, which compares
the relative system energy to that of a pristine material, is larger for the coherent case and implies an energy
reduction in the incoherent system.
Figure 1.3: 2-D h-BN/graphene quantum dot system with carbon atoms shown in purple, boron atoms shown
in cyan, and nitrogen atoms shown in pink. A) Coherent case. B) Incoherent case with dislocation cores near
the top and bottom of the QD (enclosed in the black dashed circles). The inset figures show a magnification
of the core regions. The larger formation energy of the coherent system compared to the incoherent system
suggests the above 2D h-BN QD aspect ratio can expect an accompanying stable dislocation formation for
energy relief.
To understand the effects of misfit strain, dislocation strain, and dislocation charging on band alignment
in GaSb/GaAs QD interfaces, we utilize a combined experimental-computational finite element model to
calculate the elastic strain fields and ground state electron/hole charge densities from the steady-state
Schro¨dinger equations using the single band k·p effective mass approximation. Experimental cross-sectional
scanning tunneling microscopy (X-STM) data, shown in Fig. 1.4A, is used as composition input into the
system. Our algorithm first establishes a 2D varying concentration profile of GaSb, given as χ(−→r ), based
on the brightness of the image such that the brightest interior region has a pure GaSb concentration or
χ(−→r )=1.0. The remaining exterior region of the image with the lowest brightness is scaled to a zero GaSb
concentration, χ(−→r )=0.0 and, therefore, has the largest concentration of GaAs. The space contained between
the outer and inner regions assumes a mixed GaAs/GaSb concentration with χ(−→r ) varying from 0.0 to 1.0.
The concentration field is converted to a 3D profile by axi-symetrically rotating the 2D field about the
QD centerline, as denoted by the dashed red centerline in Fig. 1.4B, and interpolating the result onto a finite
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element mesh with a 50 nm system size. This concentration is used with the rule of mixtures to establish
the spatially varying 3D material parameters of the system such as the elastic constants, effective masses,
etc. For example, the material parameter, C(−→r ), at a given location in the domain is determined by
C(−→r ) = AGaSb ∗ χ(−→r ) +BGaAs ∗ (1− χ(−→r )) (1.1)
where AGaSb and BGaAs are material parameters for bulk GaSb and GaAs respectively.
An eigenstrain method is used to calculate the elastic strain field of the 3D QD structure using an
isotropic, linear elastic assumption and the spatially varying lattice mismatch. This is accomplished through
the use of a thermoelastic proxy where the system temperature is raised by one degree and assigned a spatially
varying thermal expansion coefficient proportional to χ(−→r )·m where m is the 7.8% lattice mismatch between
the GaSb/GaAs interface. The resulting elastic fields are equivalent to those expected when embedding a
larger lattice constant GaSb QD within a smaller lattice constant GaAs matrix.
The elastic effects of an edge terminated dislocation loop, with core configuration seen in Fig. 1.4B, are
included in the system using another eigenstrain approach. The thin cylindrical shell shown in Fig. 1.4C is
contracted inward, as seen by the direction of the orange arrows, in an amount proportional to the lattice
mismatch of a incoherent GaSb/GaSb interface, to represent the elastic displacement resulting from an
equivalent removal of a half-plane of atoms in the region. The dislocation core spacing and, equivalently, the
average radius of the cylindrical shell, are chosen based on the average interfacial mifit dislocation spacing
(5.5 nm) for the 7.8% lattice mismatched GaSb/GaAs interface. This dislocation configuration is used as
an approximate candidate because it has often been observed in other highly strained III-V QD systems.
The contributions of elastic strain from lattice mismatch and the interfacial misfit dislocation loop are in-
corporated with deformation potential theory to determine the band offsets used in the Schro¨dinger equation.
The spatially varying band offsets are used to perturb the valence and conduction band potential energies
predicted by the Model Solid Theory which establishes the unstrained band alignment between these ma-
terials using a vaccuum reference level comparison. The k·p effective mass approximation is then used to
solve the 3D Schro¨dinger equation to predict the ground state electron and hole charge densities with each
added contribution to the band potential energy. The effects of dislocation core charging are also included
into the analysis by including the electrostatic potential resulting from solutions to the Poisson equation.
The Ga dangling bonds associated with the core structure are incorporated by enforcing an equivalent line
charge in the electrostatic description. The occupancy of the line charge or strength factor, sf, was left as a
free parameter in the analysis.
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In-plane views of the resulting ground state charge densities are summarized in Fig. 1.4D-H, where each
contribution to the band potential energy is added sequentially. The charge density contours in each case
are normalized for comparison and directly show the spatial coexistence or separation of electron and hole
states. The unstrained band potential profile, Fig. 1.4D, shows a type-I alignment where a strong spatial
overlap of electron/hole charge densities is present. Fig. 1.4E adds the effects of lattice strain and shows the
spatial separation of electron/hole charge densities or a type-II alignment. In addition to lattice mismatch
strain, Fig. 1.4F shows the added contribution of dislocation strain now with an effective type-I alignment.
A similiar type-I alignment is observed with the addition of dislocation charging at 10% occupancy. However,
electron/hole separation is again achieved when the occupancy reaches 40%, Fig. 1.4H.
In this analysis, a tunability in the coexistence of type-I and type-II alignment is suggested based on
the QD morphology, composition, and dislocation structure. The original unstrained type-I alignment
transitions to a type-II alignment with lattice and dislocation strain and back to a type-I alignment with
increased charging of the core. The core structure assumed in this case was based on ideal geometries for
highly strained QD systems and represents one possible reconstruction of the total band alignment present
in the inhomogeneous system. For instance, several dislocation structures have been proposed or observed in
GaSb/GaAs QDs such as Lomer-type dislocation loops or other 60 and 90 degree dislocation configurations,
each having a unique degree of lattice mismatch relaxation.30 Therefore, without sufficient knowledge of the
dislocation structure, the contributions to the type of band alignment observed become difficult to predict.
The assumed defect structure can greatly influence the observed optical, electronic, or mechanical prop-
erties. For instance, in other studies, the observed formation of full-core and partial mixed extended dis-
locations in GaN has been shown to drastically affect the optical properties of the system31. Also, the
polymorphic core structure in MgO systems has been associated with local variations in strain fields, segre-
gation of defects, and unique electronic states.32 The assumed defect structure carried out in such studies
must be considered carefully as many configurations are possible with varying energy costs and relaxation
effects.
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Figure 1.4: A) cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy (XSTM) image, acquired from a GaSb/GaAs
quantum dot (QD) using a constant tunneling current of 0.25 nA and a sample bias -2.6 V. The tip height
color-scale range displayed is 1.23 nm, with bright and dark regions corresponding to GaSb QD and the
GaAs matrix, respectively. Pixels with tip height up to 4.9 ± 0.5 A˚ above the GaAs background in A)
are displayed in B) with bright and dark-gray scales corresponding to increasing GaSb fractions, xSb. C)
Rendering of gray-scale image from B), with the dislocation loop geometry demarcated by the thin cylindrical
shell rotated through the dislocation cores. D-H) In-plane view of normalized charge density for the ground
state electron and hole states. The top row shows conduction band solutions, while the bottom row shows
valence band solutions, for D) unstrained QDs; E) misfit strain; F) misfit and dislocation strain; G) misfit
and dislocation strain plus dislocation charging with dangling bond site occupancy sf=0.1 and H) misfit
and dislocation strain plus dislocation charging with dangling bond site occupancy sf=0.4. Darker shading




Dislocations in 2D Materials
The previous QD analysis shows the need for a tool that can predict dislocation structures. In order to
understand the details surrounding this tool, we present our work using a critical thickness analysis to assess
a system’s stability against the formation of a dislocation. This study takes equivalent 3D continuum and
atomistic approaches but applies them to lateral (in-plane) 2D heterostructures. Furthermore, we demon-
strate that in-plane defects appear magnified in moire´ patterns in Van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures
which also emphasizes the need to characterize such defects accurately.
2.1 Critical Thickness Criterion in 2D Materials
Many of the formation processes surrounding defects and dislocations are valid for both 2D and 3D materials.
For instance, a critical thickness criterion can be found to establish a range of defect-free thickness combina-
tions for two lattice mismatched systems. Also, the reconfiguration of defect structures can be described as
a process of energy reduction. Like the 3D QD case, changes in applied load, lattice mismatch, QD size, and
QD spacing can affect the minimum energy structure of the dislocation observed in 2D systems such as the
example shown in Fig 2. A systematic tool for efficient prediction of low energy structures could easily be
applied in both 2D and 3D systems. However, a 2D system is better suited for a thorough energy landscape
analysis because of the fewer degrees of freedom and, therefore, an exponential reduction in the number of
unique energy minima.
2D materials are especially of interest because of the potential they have to revolutionize nanoelectron-
ics,33 As in the case of 3D materials, the promise of graphene and other 2D materials rests on the possibility
of designing heterostructures34,35 in which opto-electronic properties can be engineered through control of
energy band alignment,36 built-in fields, carrier mobilities, etc. The success of such heterostructures requires
engineering the strain and associated interfacial defects, which can otherwise create significant problems for
resulting device properties. One class of 2D materials heterostructures is referred to as vertically aligned
heterostructures and relies on van der Waals stacking, for which the relative misorientation of the sheet is
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Figure 2.1: A) schematic of the 2D film, 2D substrate, and support. B) Coherent heterostructure supercell
with length L, h-BN film thickness tBN , and graphene substrate thickness tC . C) Schematic of the superlat-
tice geometry, with dislocations each offset from the interface by d. By symmetry, this geometry is equivalent
to the case of a thin film (with a free surface) growing on a substrate, with film thickness tfilm and substrate
thickness tsubstrate. D,E) Core reconstructions for the case of a graphene film on an h-BN substrate with 5-7
and 8-6 cores. The carbon atoms shown in green represent the extra plane used to construct the dislocation.
The dark green atom is inserted into the 5-7 core to create the 8-6 core.
found to be the key parameter. A second class of 2D material heterostructures relies on lateral interfaces
and has been successfully grown in both the honeycomb (i.e. hexagonal)37 and in the transition metal
dichalcogenide (TMDC)38 families; this configuration consists of a 2D-film and a 2D-substrate, resting on
a support layer, as shown in Fig. 2.1A. To more clearly understand the underlying construction of a dislo-
cation prediction tool, we include a study of a critical thickness criteria for 2D materials where we identify
the energy contributions of core structure and the role of the defects in relieving lattice mismatch strain in
2D lateral heterostructures.
For the application of the critical thickness model, we choose the graphene/h-BN system as a prototype
for such lateral heterostructures as it is simpler than TMDC systems and has been grown on different
supports39–41 since the pioneering work of Ci et al.37 Indeed different supports will give rise to varying
strain conditions due to the degree of coherency between the heterostructure and the support;42 thus the
interfacial strain relief will also change. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, 2D misfit dislocations have only
been reported in the graphene/h-BN41 system while they are absent by definition in TMDC heterostuctures
based on the same chalcogenides34,38 and not observed in mixed chalcogenide WSe2-MoS2 junctions.
43,44
We study the graphene/h-BN interface in several separate cases using a superlattice structure shown
in Fig. 2.1B) and 2.1C). With this configuration it is possible to avoid edge reconstruction, image forces,
and stoichiometry issues arising due to the presence of free surfaces.41 Instead, it assumes periodicity in the
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growth direction (y in Fig. 2.1B)) resulting in two nonequivalent graphene/h-BN interfaces. By symmetry,
this configuration is mechanically equivalent to a film with a free surface growing on a substrate (where the
symmetry plane equivalent to the free surface is shown with the dotted line in Fig. 2.1C)). The interfacial
direction (x) is also periodic with an interfacial length L ≈105 A˚, or 42 unit cells, which is equal to the
expected average misfit dislocation spacing along a fully relaxed graphene/h-BN heterointerface. The choice
of this unit cell size is justified by arguing that full strain relief can be achieved by formation of one interface
misfit dislocation in the periodic unit cell. The system is constrained against out-of-plane bending, as it
would be if it were in uniform contact with the growth support. The supercells considered here remain
rectangular and are analyzed at varying film/substrate thicknesses in the y direction. The dislocation cores
are also assumed to manifest in the film material. Classical potentials fitted45 to the C-C, B-N, C-B, and
C-N bond lengths are used to describe the energy of the atomistic supercell domain. In order to compare
energies of configurations with and without dislocations, we define a defect formation energy that accounts
for the actual number of C-C or B-N atom pairs in the supercell.
Classical interatomic potentials can be used to accurately describe structural properties in h-BN/graphene
systems. Potentials such as Tersoff-Brenner46–48, REBO49, AIREBO50 and LCBOPII51, are fit according to
a combination of theoretically predicted or experimentally observed criteria such as lattice constants/elastic
moduli52, interatomic bond lengths53, cohesive/defect energies54, and phonon dispersions55,56. However,
in most cases the potentials are parameterized for BN or graphene alone while a reliable description of the
intermixing among B-N-C species is unavailable. In some cases BN is represented by a generic atom that
imitates the expected elastic behavior, in which case the BN is treated as a monolithic material, without
distinguishing the separate B and N species.57 In the present study a Tersoff potential is used,45 which relies
on a fitting procedure for a more accurate description of B-C and N-C bonding based on ab initio energetics,
which is important for an accurate description of the interface.
However, using LAMMPS58 and this parameterization,45 the equilibrium lattice constants for h-BN
and graphene are found to be 2.498 A˚ and 2.492 A˚ respectively. This underestimates the lattice constant
difference observed experimentally59 by 2% absolute. To more closely model the experimental mismatch
strain, Tersoff parameters that contain units of length or inverse length are scaled proportionally with their
length dependence by the ratio of the parameterized and experimentally observed lattice parameters. This
procedure preserves the energetics of the system and modifies only length-scales such that the new lattice
constants for h-BN and graphene are 2.52 A˚ and 2.46 A˚ respectively.
To compare the relative energies between systems with and without dislocations, an energy of formation
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approach is used. The energy of formation, E, is defined as
E = Etot − (NCCECC +NBNEBN ) (2.1)
where NCC|BN is the number of C-C or B-N atom pairs in the supercell, ECC|BN is the reference energy per
C-C or B-N pair in the bulk (unstrained) material, and Etot is the total potential energy of the superlattice
given by the Tersoff potential.
Due to its smaller lattice parameter, when the graphene film is forced to accommodate the strain asso-
ciated with an epitaxial relationship to an h-BN substrate, it does so through the formation of an interface
dislocation with the characteristic 5-7 core41,60 structure as shown in Fig. 2.1D. This structure can be real-
ized by first forcing a fully strained graphene layer into registry with the h-BN substrate and then allowing
relaxation through the insertion of an armchair column of carbon atoms perpendicular to the interface as
depicted by the light green atoms. In the zig-zag interface orientation considered here, this is equivalent to
the insertion of a zigzag chain of carbon atoms at 60 degrees or 120 degrees relative to the interface. The
difference between the 5-7 core structure and a 8-6 core structure,60 illustrated in Fig. 2.1D and 2.1E, is
the removal or insertion of a single carbon atom at the core, shown in dark green in 2.1E. This is equivalent
to a vacancy or interstitial mediated dislocation climb mechanism, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. This figure
illustrates this climb process for the other case where the h-BN film is forced to accommodate the strain
associated with an epitaxial relationship to a graphene substrate. First, a fully strained h-BN layer is forced
into registry with the graphene substrate and then allowed to relax through removal of four BN units per-
pendicular to the interface; this structure is equivalent to a pair of 8-6 dislocation cores of opposing sign.
In order to minimize the total energy in the system, these dislocations move apart, via climb, and approach
the upper and lower interfaces. With each atom removed (or vacancy created), the core structure alternates
between an 8-6 and a 5-7 reconstruction, until the cores eventually reach the interface, as shown in the final
two configurations of Fig. 2.2A. The core reconstructions of these two defects show in 2.2D and 2.2E differ
by the removal of two atoms near the core resulting in a small climb displacement. The overall stoichiometry
is preserved by having each film/substrate interface terminated by a complementary boron/nitrogen-carbon
pair, which is necessary for the energy of formation analysis. Locally, however, when the h-BN film forms
the 5-7 core reconstruction, it is forced to accommodate a homopolar bond to close the 7-atom ring along
the interface (respectively B-B and N-N on each of the two interfaces).
When the film/substrate system is on a crystalline metal support layer, such as Ru(0001), a Moire´
pattern is often observed experimentally. This pattern manifests as a result of the van der Waals interactions
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between the top and bottom layers. A simple approximation of the resulting electron density caused by this
interacation is shown by the simulated Moire´ patterns in Fig. 2.2B and C for the final configurations in Fig.
2.2A. These patterns are obtained through a low-pass filtered convolution of the film/substrate and support
atoms as represented by atom centered Gaussian distributions. The resulting patterns for each type of
core near the interface show the characteristic “heart-shaped” pattern often observed experimentally.41 The
similarity of these patterns for the 8-6 and 5-7 cores illustrates the difficulty in experimentally identifying
the precise dislocation core structure in such systems.
Figure 2.2: A), Schematic showing several intermediate steps in the dislocation climb process through which
dislocation cores move to the interfaces to maximize strain relief. The inner material in A) is h-BN, and
the outer material is graphene. The background gray-scale contours represent the minimum negative (light)
and maximum positive (dark) hydrostatic virial stress components for each system. The value of nv denotes
the number of vacancies added (atoms removed) in order for the dislocations to climb to their respective
positions. B,C) Simulated Moire´ reconstructions of the final two systems on a Ru(0001) support. D,E) Core
reconstructions near the interface for a h-BN film on a graphene substrate with 5-7 and 8-6 cores.
In the following, these film/substrate and core combinations are first analyzed in the limit that the
substrate is much larger than the film thickness, with varying embedded core distance, d, as shown in Fig.
2.1C. The film is assumed to fully accommodate the misfit strain by adopting the stress-free lattice parameter
of the substrate. We model a substrate layer of finite thickness to represent the infinite substrate and to
capture the elastic behavior near the interface, but this case can be understood to mimic film growth on
an infinitely thick substrate. After considering the two limiting cases of thin film on thick substrate, we
consider the more general case in which the superlattice takes a lattice parameter between that of h-BN
and graphene. This case can be understood to mimic a more realistic case where the mismatch strain is
shared by the h-BN and the graphene – the so-called compliant substrate case. The total supercell thickness
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and interfacial length is allowed to vary during minimization and is dictated by the film/substrate thickness
ratio. The core is positioned at the interface with an embedded core distance d=0 A˚.
Figure 2.3: A): Embedded dislocation stability analysis of a C film on a thick BN layer for the 5-7 dislocation
core. (EDislo./atom) − (ECoher./atom) < 0 represents the condition for which dislocation formation is
energetically favorable. B): Embedded dislocation stability analysis of an h-BN film on a thick C layer for
the 8-6 dislocation core. The other possible core and film/substrate combinations are also considered but
not shown. The dashed lines in A) and B) bound the upper limit for the embedded core distance. An upper
bound to the kinetic critical thickness is found by extrapolating to the zero crossings of these lines and is
noted for each case in the figure. C,D): Maximum embedded core distance for energy reduction, C) for a C
film on a thick h-BN layer and D) for a h-BN film on a thick C layer. The thermodynamic critical thickness
for a C film on a thick h-BN substrate is interpolated as 41.7 A˚ for the 8-6 core and 35.0 A˚ for the 5-7 core.
The thermodynamic critical thickness for the h-BN film on thick C is interpolated as 63.4 A˚ for the 8-6 core
and 60.7 A˚ for the 5-7 core.
The results of the embedded dislocation core stability analysis are shown in Fig. 2.3. In Fig. 2.3A, we
consider a 5-7 dislocation core, embedded at depth d in a graphene film on a much thicker h-BN substrate.
In Fig. 2.3B, we consider the 8-6 dislocation core in h-BN on a much thicker graphene substrate. The other
core and film/substrate considerations are approached similarly but not shown.
In the cases shown in Fig. 2.3, misfit strain is partially accommodated in the y direction during mini-
mization, while the unit cell size parallel to the interface is fixed according to substrate lattice parameter.
The configuration is considered to be energetically favorable when the formation energy with the dislocation
becomes less than the formation energy of an equivalent sized coherent supercell, i.e. for negative values of
the dependent variable. The zero crossings for these curves are summarized for the different film thicknesses
and core reconstructions in Fig. 2.3 (C and D) which show the maximum embedded core distance at which
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the dislocation can still provide energy reduction. The film thickness (actually the double thickness 2tC
or 2tBN in the supercell configuration) at which this maximum embedding distance is zero is the critical
thickness. This critical thickness corresponds to the thermodynamic condition at which the energetic cost
of the dislocation is balanced by the strain relief it provides to the system; this is equivalent to the well
known Matthews-Blakeslee critical thickness in 3D film growth.61 In each film/substrate case, the 5-7 core
is slightly favored over the 8-6 core. For a graphene film on an infinite h-BN substrate, the 5-7 and 8-6 cores
have a tcrit of 18 A˚ and 21 A˚ respectively. An h-BN film grown on an infinite graphene substrate has a
larger tcrit of 30 A˚ and 32 A˚ for the 5-7 and 8-6 cores respectively.
A second, alternative critical thickness can be deduced from this analysis, and can be considered as an
upper bound to a kinetic limit, tKcrit. This limit is observed when, at the limit that the embedded core distance
reaches d≈tfilm, the system is still able to reduce its energy relative to the coherent case, i.e. it is the film
thickness above which it is always energetically favorable to accommodate the insertion of a dislocation at
the free surface. In 3D thin film mechanics this limit corresponds to the critical thickness for homogeneous
nucleation of a misfit dislocation half-loop at a free surface. This limit is found by extrapolating, from the
largest embedded core distances for a given film thickness to the zero crossing, or the case for which all
points in the curve are below zero. The curves associated with this extrapolation are denoted by the dashed
lines in Fig. 2.3A,B. The tKcrit values from these dashed line zero crossings are also shown. For a graphene
film on an infinite h-BN substrate, the formation of an 8-6 core (tKcrit = 620 A˚) is marginally favored over the
5-7 core (tKcrit = 626 A˚) in the kinetic growth limit. However, for a h-BN film on graphene, the formation
of a 5-7 core (tKcrit = 551 A˚) is significantly favored over the 8-6 core (t
K
crit = 633 A˚). These values are
much larger than the thermodynamic critical thickness, but are less realistic, because they correspond to
the extreme case of perfect homogeneous dislocation nucleation at a free surface and to the case in which
dislocation cores are immobile after the growth process – while the 8-6 core has been predicted to be mobile
relative to its 5-7 counterpart.62
The critical thickness values computed so far all depend on the assumption that the film thickness is much
smaller than the substrate thickness, but in some recent experimental work on h-BN/graphene interfaces,
the system is better described by interfaces between h-BN and graphene domains of comparable dimension.
While precise dislocation core structures have yet to be determined experimentally, moire´ patterns reported in
recent experiments41 are compatible with either 5-7 or 8-6 core structures. Furthermore, in these experiments
there is some evidence that dislocations may exist in configurations at some small distance from the interface,
and that there may be elastic interactions with corners and facets along the interface.
These observations, along with the possibility of partial coherency between the film/substrate system
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and the support layer, suggest that it is necessary to understand the critical thickness condition for the
intermediate strain-balanced case, where neither the film nor the substrate is in a strain-free condition.
In the intermediate case, instead of h-BN fully accommodating the strain associated with epitaxy on the
graphene substrate, or graphene fully accommodating the strain associated with the h-BN substrate, one can
expect that the system will relax to an intermediate lattice parameter between that of h-BN and graphene.
It can be readily shown that when the 2D-film and 2D-substrate domains are of comparable thickness,
the problem is a variation of the so-called compliant substrate case,63 in an ideal plane stress configuration,
and where equilibrium requires that the in-plane extensional stress in the two layers is equal and opposite,
so that
Mf tf f = Mstss, (2.2)
where M is bulk modulus, t is layer thickness, and  is strain. Thus, assuming the two layers have equal
bulk modulus, a strain balanced condition can be achieved if tBN = tC . In this case the possible formation
of a strain relieving interface misfit dislocation will depend on the layer thickness (or the period of the
superlattice), leading to the notion of a critical thickness, as described below.






s = −m tfMf
tsMs + tfMf
, (2.4)
where m is the lattice mismatch strain. The amount of energy that may be fully relaxed by the dislocation
or, equivalently, the work associated with the full coherent strain field, is given by
Wm = 2Msstsb, (2.5)
where b is the Burgers vector magnitude of the film material with sign chosen such that mb > 0. The cost
associated with introducing the dislocation into a periodic supercell with variable length (L) and height
(2ts + 2tf ) is then weighed against this possible strain relaxation. The forces on one dislocation from its two










where y is the distance from the bottom of the film. The elastic constants µ and ν are chosen based on
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a weighted linear combination of film and substrate properties, such that µ for example would be µ =
µf (tf/(ts + tf )) + µs(ts/(ts + tf )).










where x is the distance from the edge of the system. The self-energy of the dislocation at the interface is
the work done in overcoming these image forces as the dislocation is moved to the interface at the center of
the unit cell such that





















r0(ts + tf )
), (2.9)
where r0 is the dislocation core cutoff radius inside which the linear elastic theory breaks down. The condition
of zero net work gives the film thickness at which the dislocation cost is overcome by elastic relaxation for





x + 2Ecore = 0, (2.10)
where Ecore is the dislocation core energy contained within r0. In continuum theory for 3D film-substrate
systems, this core energy is typically neglected. Here, calculating the system energy atomistically, we are
able to find an estimate for this contribution to the energy balance. The same atomistic supercell shown in
Fig. 1.2 is used to compute the formation energy of the interface misfit dislocation in the compliant substrate
case. In this case the lateral dimension of the unit cell is allowed to vary so that the misfit strain can be
shared by the film and substrate layers, according to the modulus-weighted ratios of their thicknesses, as
given in equations 2.3 and 2.4.
When the film and substrate thicknesses are large enough that the dislocation image interactions are
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small, the r0 and Ecore terms can effectively be combined into a single fitting parameter; when r0 increases,
so does Ecore, and in a fixed way. However, when the film and substrates dimensions are small, r0 and Ecore
are still related (with Ecore increasing as r0 increases), but the relationship is not as easily determined. For
practical reasons, the Ecore contribution is sometimes ignored completely, so we consider this case, as well
as the alternative where Ecore and r0 are fitted separately, which accounts for the more complex relationship
between Ecore and r0 due to the image interactions. The same atomistic supercell configuration, shown in
Fig. 2.1, is used to compute the atomistic total energy for comparison to the compliant substrate continuum
critical thickness criterion, by varying the film/substrate thickness ratio; this calculation can then be used
to determine values for Ecore and r0. The supercell boundaries remain periodic and rectangular, but the box
size is allowed to vary during minimization in both the interface (x) and growth (y) directions. This allows
the system to share the mismatch strain between both the film and substrate. The same criterion is used
to distinguish energetically favorable configurations for dislocation formation over a range of film/substrate
thickness values.
A full comparison between the calculated and theoretical critical thickness criteria is then shown in Fig.
2.4. The elastic moduli used in the continuum analysis are determined from the interatomic potentials.
The critical thickness from the continuum theory is shown as a dashed or dotted line while the critical
thickness computed atomistically is shown with the symbols. The primary horizontal axis is the log of
the film/substrate thickness ratio. For a particular film/substrate thickness ratio, defect-free h-BN growth
on a much thicker graphene substrate can occur up to the condition plotted in blue; defect-free graphene
growth on a much thicker h-BN substrate can occur up to the condition plotted in red. The distribution
of mismatch strain is represented using the two additional horizontal axes. The central region along the
x-axis, where the strain is balanced between the film and substrate, represents an interesting design space for
defect-free heterostructure growth, while the limiting cases of film growth on substrates of infinite thickness
(the Matthews-Blakeslee condition61) are shown at the extreme values on the thickness ratio axis. Fig. 2.4A
shows that the continuum and atomistic critical thickness values are in reasonable agreement even when the
free parameters Ecore and r0 are chosen to be 0 eV and |b| (as shown by the solid lines), respectively, as is
typically the case in 3-D critical thickness theory.
Whether the dislocation is in graphene or in h-BN, the 5-7 core (shown with the five-sided symbols)
costs the system less energy to accommodate than the 8-6 core (shown with the six-sided symbols), and thus
leads to a lower observed critical thickness. This trend is more pronounced in the graphene film (as shown
in red). When the dislocation is in a h-BN film on a graphene substrate, however, the energetic cost of the
homopolar bond in the 5-7 case raises the energy that the system must pay to accommodate the dislocation,
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Figure 2.4: Critical thickness of h-BN/graphene system, as a function of the ratio of layer thicknesses
(primary horizontal axis) and as a function of the misfit strain in the C and h-BN layers (secondary horizontal
axes). At the left and right extremes on the horizontal axis, the system consists of a thin layer on an infinitely
thick substrate; at the center, the system is approximately strain-balanced. The atomistic results are plotted
against the continuum theoretical results with A) cutoff radius r0 fitted via a nonlinear least squares method,
and Ecore = 0, and B) both r0 and Ecore fitted using a nonlinear linear squares method. The case with
cutoff radius r0 = |b| and Ecore = 0, used in traditional 3D critical thickness theory, is depicted by the
solid lines. Five-sided symbols refer to the 5-7 core with dotted theoretical curves; six-sided symbols refer to
the 8-6 core with dashed theoretical curves. The corresponding fitted values for the cutoff radius and core
energy are shown in the inset.
almost to a level equivalent to that of an 8-6 core (as shown in blue). Thus, the preference that graphene
shows for the 5-7 core over the 8-6 core, which corresponds to a critical thickness difference of roughly 8A˚,
nearly vanishes in h-BN, due to the effect of stoichiometry at the core. This is consistent with experimental
observations of heart-shape moire´ defects near and at the graphene/h-BN interface41.
The agreement between the continuum model and the atomistic model is greatly improved by using a
non-linear least squares curve fit to find values for r0 and Ecore. In the first case, as shown in Fig. 2.4A,
the fitting procedure is used to find r0, while leaving Ecore = 0. In the second case, as shown in Fig. 2.4B,
values are found for both r0 and Ecore. This process results in an even better fit between the continuum and
atomistic critical thicknesses. The determined fitting parameters are summarized in Fig. 2.4A,B. Without
fitting for a nonzero core energy, the best-fit cutoff radius is found to be smaller than b, (or r0 =0.2b-0.46b),
and the error norm of the fit is larger than the cutoff radius itself. With a non-zero core energy (of 13-
25 eV), the overall fit is better, and the best-fit cutoff radius is significantly larger (r0 =1.92b-3.76b); in
this case the error norm is significantly smaller than the fitted cutoff radius. Not surprisingly, there are
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significant differences between the h-BN and graphene cases, and between the 5-7 and 8-6 cores, illustrating
the importance of considering the detailed structure and energetics of the dislocation cores in these 2D
material lateral heterostructures.
We have examined the stability of graphene/h-BN lateral heterostructures against formation of inter-
face misfit dislocations. We identified the classic thermodynamic critical thickness as the smallest 2D-film
thickness for which it is energetically favorable to insert a full dislocation on the film side of the interface
– i.e. the condition at which the energy gained by strain relief balances the energetic cost of inserting the
dislocation, including both the elastic self-energy and the core energy. It is found that the graphene critical
thickness is 18 A˚ for the 5-7 core and 21 A˚ for the 8-6 core, while the h-BN critical thickness is 30 A˚ for
the 5-7 core and 32 A˚ for 8-6 core. Thus, the 8-6 core is energetically more costly for both materials, but
the difference between the 5-7 and 8-6 core energies is less for h-BN than for graphene, as one would expect
due to the energetic penalty associated with homopolar bonding in h-BN. This trend is also observed in the
strain-balanced or compliant substrate critical thickness analysis, where the the system is allowed to relax
to a lattice parameter between that of bulk h-BN and bulk graphene. It is shown that when the 2D-film
and 2D-substrate are of nearly equal thickness, the critical thickness is 50-100% greater than in the thick
substrate limiting cases. The atomistic critical thickness results fit the plane stress continuum compliant
substrate critical thickness results very accurately with dislocation core cutoff radii of 8-9 A˚ and core energies
of 22-24 eV depending on whether the core is of 5-7 or 8-6 type. The analysis has significant implications
for the design of defect free lateral heterostructures of h-BN and graphene, and may be extended to other
2D materials like TMDC.
2.2 Moire´ Engineering in 2D Materials
The dislocations in this analysis were created by the incoherent relaxation of two in-plane lattice mismatched
systems. In a device application, graphene/h-BN heterostructures have been used in field-effect transistors64,
thermoelectrics65,66, LEDs67,68, and solar cells69. However, these materials can only be used coherently in
thickness combinations shown by our critical thickness study. An additional design component is introduced
by the stacking of the 2D layers. As observed in previous experiments and shown in our critical thickness
study, the moire´ pattern includes a magnified representation of the in-plane dislocation core structure. This
interference pattern is a manifestation of the local charge density associated with the layers and can be a
crucial component in both device operation and electron transport behavior.70
We have separately investigated the effect of in-plane structure on the observed moire´ pattern.71 Using
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a slightly modified convolution procedure (discussed in Appendix A) and manually created structures, we
are able to reproduce several experimentally observed STM and AFM measurements72–74 without the need
for expensive DFT calculations. For instance, the convolution approximation can accurately portray the
moire´ pattern for two non-defected, h-BN and graphene layers, as shown in Fig 2.5, which also exhibit a
coherent interference pattern. Furthermore, we show how two different defect combinations can lead to
the same moire´ pattern, a sinusoidal topological state along the defect73,74, or anti-phase boundary (APB)
shown in (Fig 2.5C). In the one case, an antiphase boundary in graphene, along the zigzag direction (Fig
2.5B), is placed over a perfect Ru(0001) substrate. In the other case, a perfect graphene layer is placed over
an antiphase boundary in the Ru(0001) substrate (Fig 2.5B), with the Ru(0001) APB aligning along the
graphene zigzag direction.
This work also provides a new classification of this vertically stacked misaligment as a vdW dislocation
which can have both edge and screw components. With these observations and the experimental tunability
of the interlayer interactions75, this framework shows that by taking advantage of defects in the constituent
layers, it is possible to design topological states in the moire´ pattern. This study again highlights the
importance of precise, engineered defect structures and motivates the need for a computational procedure
that can aid in their prediction.
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Figure 2.5: A) Top-down projection of a simulated moire´ pattern created by the vdW interaction between
two pristine, lattice mismatched materials h-BN (red) and graphene (blue). B) An antiphase boundary along
the zigzag direction in graphene. C) an antiphase boundary along the same direction in Ru(0001). When
the first defect is placed on a perfect Ru(0001) substrate, or the second defect is placed under a perfect
graphene film, the computed moire´ pattern, D), contains an identical sinusoidal moire´ pattern.
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Chapter 3
Potential Energy Surface Exploration
for Structure Prediction
3.1 Motivation
The previous studies showed the importance that defects can have in reducing strain and, therefore, affecting
band alignment in 3D QD structures and even the interlayer charge distribution in 2D materials. In order
to better understand the energetics behind their formation, a critical thickness study was also presented
for 2D materials using a standard 3D continuum model. When compared to an atomistic formation energy
definition, the core cutoff radius involved in the continuum based dislocation definition needed a refitting
modification to correctly relate the stability of the system against formation of a dislocation. This observation
affirms the difficulty in applying such continuum based models at small scales. Furthermore, the dislocation
structures used in each analyses were manually created using preexisting experimental observations for such
materials. In general, such considerations of the most stable dislocation structure are unknown beforehand
and usually manifest through various complex reconstruction processes. A brief overview of energy-based
structure prediction techniques is presented as a precursor to the development of another technique for
studying the core reconstructions involved during a dislocation formation process.
3.2 Energy Based Simulation Methods
The need for more efficient computational structure prediction methods in material science and chemistry
stems from the growing need for new materials and devices. Energy based methods approach the structure
prediction problem using either the FES (free energy surface) or PES (potential energy surface) and require
a combination of enhanced sampling techniques for accurately representing the complete energy profile. In
terms of the FES, techniques such as Metadynamics76, parallel-tempering77, adaptive force bias78, Hamil-
tonian replica exchange79, simulated tempering80, umbrella sampling81, and others82,83 involve the use of
a set of collective variables (CVs) or descriptors as order parameters that reduce the dimensionality of the
system into distinguishable regions of the free energy surface. These collective variables, for example, can be
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related to quantities such as coordination number and inter-atomic angle or distance. Using various methods
of CV identification and refinement84, the CVs can be used to recognize already explored regions of the free
energy surface in order to bias a search toward rare events or unexplored states observed over longer time
scales.
PES exploration techniques instead focus on the static global optimization problem present when search-
ing for the lowest energy configuration among structures. Many methods have been previously proposed for
studying atomistic systems and can be broadly classified in two categories. The first category of techniques
make use of ad-hoc approaches such as brute force strategies or self learning to enable a wide sampling of
likely low-energy configurations across the PES. Such techniques use a variety of procedures for this type
of exploration such as the stochastic generation of structures85–88, evolutionary motivated moves89–92, etc.
The second category of techniques, such as Simulated Annealing93–97, Basin Hopping98,99, ART100–102, and
Minima Hopping103 rely on a more “physical” treatment of the PES by following the evolution of a PES
exploration from an initial configuration with subsequent energy and force evaluations driving the search
among nearby local energy minima.
With any technique, the discovery of the ground state energy structure becomes increasingly difficult
in larger systems due to the exponentially increasing number of total unique configurations with increasing
atom number. Previous studies have estimated this relationship and have showed that with one atomic
species the number of minima scales as N !exp(νN) where ν is a positive number and N is the number of
atoms.104,105 The first term, N ! counts the number of possibilities that a minimum energy structure can
be made with N indistiguishable particles including symmetric configurations. The second exponential term
captures the distinctivness of structural minima as related by local rearrangements and increasing system




The ad-hoc class of methods approach this high dimensionality using a broad sampling of configuration
space but can miss fine features in configuration space that may contain the ground state structure. The class
of physical methods has the benefit of exploring interconnected or nearby local energy minima with respect
to a starting configuration. However, these strategies are not tractable as the PES may naturally be divided
into widely separated regions or funnels. Physically based methods are also prone to wasted computational
effort if there is a lack of smoothness in the PES. Often observed with interatomic force-fields, this lack
of smoothness can give rise to unphysical configurations that may need to be visited before being able to
progress to other regions of the high-dimensional PES.107
When considering the class of techniques to base the development of an appropriate dislocation prediction
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tool, a combination that utilizes the strengths of both the ad-hoc and physical classes of PES methods would
appear as the most versatile. Physical techniques based on Monte Carlo moves were disregarded due to the
rarity of events commonly involved during their use. These techinques propose random configurational
changes and accept the outcome based on relative thermodynamic energy differences, ∆E ,between the
initial and final states. The acceptance criteria is scaled according to a Boltzman factor exp(−∆EkbT ).
This exponential proportionality makes the crossing of high energy barriers a rare occurance requiring long
run times for many computations. Other considerations were given for genetic algorithms, which make
configurational changes based on evolutionary concepts. Although these methods have demonstrated some
promise in past global minimization problems, they commonly fail to make fast, stable progress toward
the lowest energy configuration or require very specific and delicate tuning89. Similiar to Monte Carlo
methods, the structural exploration of the potential energy surface (PES) through molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations alone is impractical with increasing system size due to the rarity of events required in the
large configurational changes needed to represent the global minimum energy state. From these observations,
we turn to a previously developed structure prediction method as the driver for a dislocation prediction tool.
In order to study the PES of material systems, we have extended a previously formulated structure
finding technique, the Minima Hopping (MH)103 method, to aid in the prediction of low energy structures
for heterostructures. The method has proven useful in studying systems such as Lennard-Jones and silicon
clusters103,108,109, AFM tips110, doped silicon fullerenes111, complex biological molecules112, and large gold
clusters113. It has also been generalized for the study of periodic systems by including the additional
enthalpy contributions to the total system energy.114. Furthermore, it has demonstrated high stability
and effectiveness over evolutionary algorithms in finding ground state energy configurations.115 In another
comparison study, it was shown that direct or open ended saddle point searches, which are sometimes used
in global minimization studies, are not as effective for finding lowest energy transition states and are much
more expensive to calculate.116
3.3 The Minima Hopping Method
The MH method makes use of the Bell-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) principle which states that highly exothermic
chemical reactions have a low activation energy or, in an energy landscape understanding, lower barriers lead
on average into lower new basins.117 The MH method is a structure seeking code, not a Monte Carlo method.
Although there is an acceptance/rejection step in the process, it is not based on the metropolis algorithm for
sampling a thermodynamic distribution. Consequently, there is no temperature input. This is an insightful
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart detailing the standard MH method.
method when little importance is placed on kinetics or time dependent processes. The high temperature
fabrication techniques and post-annealing processes usually involved with materials where dislocations are
important means that the system will likely have sufficient energy to cross high energy barriers and tend
toward a global minimum. The MH method reduces repeated visits through a feedback mechanism that
tracks the history of minima found. If a configuration is revisited, it is automatically biased away, toward
a different part of the energy landscape. The uniqueness of a minimum is given by its energy which means
high precision is required during local relaxation steps.
The MH method consists of several steps which are summarized in the flow chart in Fig 3.1. From a
current starting atomic configuration, atoms are initialized with a starting velocity chosen from a Boltzmann
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distribution with an artificial kinetic energy Ekin.. The system is moved using the Verlet algorithm through
several hundred molecular dynamics timesteps until passing a relative minimum energy. Next, the system
is relaxed into the closest local minimum. A separate feedback parameter Ediff. chooses to accept or reject
this new minimum. If the energy of this new minima rises by less than Ediff. compared to the current
minimum, it is added to the list of found minima and made the new current minimum. Otherwise, it is
rejected. During this process, Ekin. and Ediff. are decreased if the configuration is new. This ensures that
more time is spent searching this newly reached part of the potential energy landscape. If the same or a
previously recorded minimum is revisited, Ekin. and Ediff. are increased in an effort to push the exploration
into higher energy regimes. The process is repeated until Ekin. becomes large signifying the inability to find
other minima;
The method can be made more effective when repeated minima visits are reduced through the use of
an accumulating history list.118,119 The uniqueness of a given configuration is established using both the
energy of a configuration after relaxation and a spatial characterization method to differentiate between
compositionally unique minima with similar energies. Several characterization methods have been presented
in previous studies to represent the spatial dissimilarity among configurations.118 We implement a position-
based method dependent on the eigenvalues of an overlap matrix of atom centered Gaussians. This so-called
“fingerprint”119 has demonstrated effectiveness as an invariant metric for configuration uniqueness. The
overlap matrix entries are given as
Cm,n = exp(−rm,n/(2σ2m,n)) (3.1)
where rm,n is the distance between atoms m and n, and σm,n is a mixing term involving the covalent radii
of the two atoms. The eigenvalues of this matrix are used to uniquely characterize the interatomic spacing
throughout the system. The RMS difference between the eigenvalue of two separate systems is used to
distinguish the similarity between configurations. This threshold tolerance is chosen based on the system of




Coupling Point Defects and Potential
Energy Surface Exploration via
Grand-Canonical Minima Hopping
This chapter introduces a Grand-Canonical PES exploration method needed to study dislocation formation in
materials. It demonstrates the role of point defect mediated processes in navigating the PES by implementing
Grand-Canonical (GC) steps in a conventional PES exploration technique in order to enable shortcuts in
finding the global energy minimum. Using the standard minima-hopping method as a means of sampling the
PES, we discuss the details of a point defect mediated Grand-Canonical Minima-Hopping (GCMH) approach.
We demonstrate the necessity of incorporating classification and biasing techniques to the search, such as
a funnel characterization procedure with an accompanying GC-history list. An example of this method is
also demonstrated on fullerene clusters starting from known, nearby low energy configurations. The results
of this chapter show that this method can smoothly converge to the global minimum energy configuration
much faster than an optimized MH calculation. The GCMH method proposed here is ultimately used in
Chapter 5 as the means of investigating dislocation formation in larger systems.
4.1 Introduction to a GC-PES Methodology
The PES exploration technique we present here is a new point defect mediated approach for finding ground
state structures of atomistic systems and has two components: i.) the physical exploration of an energy super-
basin or funnel. ii.) a shortcut mechanism, inspired by the physical addition of vacancies or interstitials, to
navigate between funnels and unconnected sectors of the PES. Unlike other heuristic approaches, our use
of point defects builds physical/chemical behavior into the shortcut mechanism, allowing the exploration to
more rapidly converge on the ground state configuration.
Point defect mechanisms provide natural pathways for energy relief and affect the mechanical, thermal,
and electronic properties of materials. For example, such lattice defects have been linked to: lower crystalline
melting temperatures120–122; deformation pathways for dislocation climb and glide123–125; and morphology
of nanomaterials grown using vapor deposition techniques126,127. Mimicking this natural way of exploring
the PES, we show that the addition or removal of atoms in vacancy-rich, interstitial-rich, or neutral configu-
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Figure 4.1: A) Illustration of a typical PES exploration pathway and a GC-PES alternative. The traditional
PES exploration shown by the orange arrow near the bottom is represented by a MH pathway from start
to finish. The GC-PES pathway, obtained using the GCMH implementation, is shown at the top and
applies two GC transitions (green arrows) combined with a short MH computation to find the same low
energy minimum with fewer configuration visits. B) The Buckyball fullerene: the global minimum energy
configuration used as a target for the study. C) The 4-6 cage structure used as the initial configuration for
the MH and GCMH demonstrations. D) GC atom stencil used to transition the system between the PES of
different composition hyperplanes.
rations during a traditional PES exploration can direct spatial or bonding reconfigurations toward previously
inaccessible energy super-basins. We discuss the usefulness of this method in exploring glassy PES systems,
which enables the efficient sampling of different energy super-basins to accelerate the search process. This
enhanced sampling is ultimately achieved through the use of a super-basin history list and low energy defect
transformations that preserve order and coordination in the atomistic system.
The standard MH method operates on the potential energy landscape of a single atom number system,
N, using the configuration space input (~r). An example of such a configuration pathway is indicated by the
orange arrow at the bottom of Fig 4.1A for a noisy energy landscape. In this study, we present a new PES
methodology that uses key GC shortcuts, shown by the green arrows, to accelerate the PES exploration. The
effects of this type of GC-PES pathway can be seen near the top of the figure and show fewer configuration
visits or a more efficient sampling of the PES. A technique of this kind involves the consideration of a new
configuration-composition space, (~r,N), to describe the system energy. We establish this relation using the
relative energy description or formation energy, E, to compare the energy values between configurations of
different compositions with respect to a reference bulk state. The formation energy is defined as
E = (Etot − (N ·Eref ))/N (4.1)
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where N is the number of atoms in the system, Eref is the reference energy per atom in a bulk (unstrained)
system, also known as the cohesive energy, and Etot is the total potential energy. We also clarify “GC-PES”
as the Grand Canonical potential at the zero temperature limit. At this limit, the potential equates to
the formation energy definition which has been used, for instance, in a previous Grand Canonical study to
describe the structure of high-angle twist grain boundaries in Cu.128 The thermodynamic effects at varying
temperatures can be included into this analysis but would require a more sophisticated treatment of the
reference energy state or chemical potential during the exploration129.





kin.) = {E, ~rN , Ediff., Ekin.}i (4.2)
where ~r0N is a 3N dimensional vector representing a starting configuration on the composition hyperplane,
N, of the formation energy. The resulting sequence, {...}i, reflects the progression of the MH exploration
throughout the formation energy landscape at a given relaxation step, i. At each step, a local minimum
is found with an accompanying formation energy E, atomic position ~rN , and MH feedback parameter set
adjusted according to the uniqueness of the configuration found.
4.2 The Point Defect Mediated Grand-Canonical Minima
Hopping (GCMH) Method
4.2.1 GCMH Procedure
The point defect mediated GCMH procedure is presented in Fig 4.2; additional details and accompanying
pseudo-code are given in the Appendix B. Each step of the procedure, as numbered in Fig 4.2, is described
below.
i The starting configuration for the ensemble is relaxed using a conjugate gradient minimization to the
nearest local energy minimum.
ii A decision to add or remove atoms from the N atom system is made according to a predefined atom
composition pattern, StepGC . The pattern represents the tendency of the search to sample regions of
the formation energy composition space containing vacancy configurations (atom removals) or intersti-
tial configurations (atom additions) with respect to the starting configuration’s composition number.
In this analysis, we have identified three possible regimes for this GC directionality with respect to
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart detailing the GCMH procedure.
a starting N atom number system: StepGC=[N-4,N-2,N] (vacancy rich), StepGC =[N-2,N,N+2] (neu-
tral), StepGC=[N,N+2,N+4] (interstitial rich). For each pattern, we implement a uniform sampling of
the GC-PES hyperplane by using cyclical variations in the atom number starting from the initial config-
uration. For example, StepGC=[N-4,N-2,N] would have [N,N-2,N-4,N-2,N, ...] as the atom composition
number at each GC iteration. Similarly, StepGC=[N-2,N,N+2] would include [N,N+2,N,N-2,N, ...] at
each GC iteration.
iii A GC-trial loop begins by identifying and implementing all possible GC transitions that are available
throughout the atomic system consistent with the total number of atoms targeted in step ii. This
is facilitated by the use of an ordered, low energy defect transformation that transitions the system
to another low energy state in a separate composition hyperplane while avoiding dangling bonds.
An example transformation for sp2 carbon is shown in Fig 4.1D. This predefined pattern acts as a
stencil to spatially discretize the system into pathways for GC shortcuts. The direction of the stencil
transformation depends upon the targeted number of atoms determined in step ii. The process of
finding each unique location where this GC transition can be applied in the system is mathematically
equivalently to the induced subgraph isomorphism problem in graph theory where many combinations
of a smaller graph or stencil are found among a larger graph network. For this procedure we implement
the algorithm of Cordella130, a refined version of the original recursive backtracking algorithm proposed
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for such problems131. To measure the extent to which the PES is explored, we implement a “greedy”
heuristic approach common in many structure prediction techniques with stochastic variation86. In
situations where the system size is large, the exhaustive application of the point defect transformation
at each matching location, may not be computationally feasible. In order to measure the extensiveness
that a matching point defect transformation is applied throughout the system, we introduce the trial
exhaustion parameter, γ, to represent the fraction of available stencil transformations applied in the
GC-trial loop. Based on this user specified input parameter, a point defect transformation is applied
followed by a conjugate gradient minimization to the nearest local minimum energy configuration.
iv Following the stencil relaxation to a local minimum, a short MH procedure is applied in order to slightly
perturb the stencil and neighboring atoms toward the nearest, locally defined, energy super-basin. This




kin.) , is spatially localized in order to focus the reconfiguration of the
stencil. This is achieved by zeroing the initialized molecular dynamics velocities132 of atoms beyond
a cutoff distance, rcut, from the stencil atoms corresponding to the first nearest neighbor separation.
Details regarding the stopping criteria used to characterize the bottom of a local energy super-basin or
funnel are discussed in the next section. We prioritize the effect that the GC stencil transition has in
overcoming large energy barriers in the configuration space by keeping the HistoryMH lists separate
between MH processes. This simplification means that there is no configuration memory between each
possible stencil outcome.
v Following the termination of the localized MH computation, the accompanying configurations, includ-
ing the energy and spatial fingerprint, are stored.
vi The MH case with the lowest energy configuration is chosen for consideration in the next GC iteration
and the remaining configurations are discarded. In order to avoid repeated visits in configuration
space when transitioning between the composition hyperplanes, a separate feedback mechanism is
implemented that we refer to as a GC-history list, or HistoryGC , and whose basic function can be
seen in Fig 4.4. The example shown illustrates the influence of the HistoryGC list for a neutral GC
directionality over the course of several GC iterations with a single MH attempt per GC iteration. Each
GC iteration axis is subdivided into a separate composition hyperplane with a simple 1-D configuration
space characterized by the noisy funnel representation shown. The first GC iteration portrays a GC
transformation, which is taken in the direction of the green arrow, from the energy minimum Emin to
a new formation energy funnel colored in gray. After the transformation, the resulting configuration,
shown by the blue point, undergoes a spatially localized MH computation to the energy funnel bottom
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of the N+1 composition hyperplane where a new low energy configuration can be seen in red. This
configuration, including the energy and spatial fingerprint, is stored in the HistoryGC list.
This process is repeated for three more GC iterations before arriving in the same energy super-basin
of GC iteration 1 characterized by the low energy configuration Emin. The HistoryGC list serves to
recognize this case where the lowest energy funnel among all MH trials contains a minimum from which
a GC transition has previously originated. In order to avoid the likely revisit of the N+1 configuration-
composition space shown in pink, we choose the next unique highest energy configuration, Emin + 1,
in that funnel for a GC transformation. This method does not completely eliminate the revisiting of
a funnel configuration. A GC transition and subsequent MH process can still result in the revisiting
of a formation energy super-basin. In this scenario, an alternative higher energy pathway is simply
introduced when transitioning between composition hyperplanes to enable the possible discovery of
minima with much lower energies as shown by the final gray funnel from the MH trial set in GC
iteration 5.
For an effective GC-PES search, a key feature is the slow lifting of the formation energy bias based
on repeated visits of the configuration-composition space. If a bias is introduced too fast, low energy
barriers may be bypassed during the exploration resulting in the inefficient exploration of high energy
configuration space. With this consideration, and based on how our composition patterning operates,
we treat the GC history lists associated with a unique composition transition separately in order
to maintain an equal sampling. This means that the HistoryGC list associated with a composition
transition N →N + 1 is different than that of N − 1←N . Furthermore, if all unique minima in a
HistoryGC list have been used for a GC transition, we simply saturate the list by choosing the highest
energy configuration again under the assumption that unexplored regions of the PES will later become
accessible.
4.2.2 Funnel Identification in the GCMH Method
The GCMH method can be tuned by choosing an appropriate stopping criterion for the MH process using
information about the configuration space. An energy super-basin or funnel is a common identifier used to
characterize a set of closely connected minima in an energy-configuration space. In a standard 1-D funnel
representation, the system energy is a function of a single coordinate distance or atom displacement and
has multiple local minima nested within a larger well. We extend this concept and apply it as a collective
variable to decide when to terminate each MH process.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration detailing the funnel or energy-basin characterization used as a stopping criterion for
MH trials. This example shows the complete evolution of a MH trial such that Nfun. = 10 where the closed
and open points are totaled following a relative maximum and minimum respectively.
Several studies have explored funnel characterization and its use as a bias for enhanced sampling. We
adopt a Markovian interpretation of the energy super-basin to describe a local PES exploration. The goal of
the MH process is to partially rearrange the GC stencil transformation for a lower energy fit in the surround-
ing region. Upon searching for this ideal rearrangement, the MH method will inevitably visit some sequence
of minima or unique configurations with decreasing energy values and interconnecting barrier heights. At the
bottom of this basin, a continued MH search would require increasingly expensive computational resources
because it would need to visit many higher energy configurations first before finding a separate, unexplored
low energy region of the PES. For this reason, such a MH process is terminated at the bottom of a relative
funnel at the onset of a higher energy region of the PES. We implement a counting technique, similar to that
used in Monotonic Sequence Basin Hopping133, to identify the funnel bottom during the evolution of the
MH search. However, rather than counting the number of failed minimization attempts to find a new energy
minimum, we monitor the Ekin. feedback term for the signature of an average inflection change during the
search which is identified by the threshold value Nfun..
An example illustrating this counting scheme is given in Fig 4.3 for the case Nfun. = 10. From the starting
configuration, the newly initialized MH trial increases Ekin. after briefly searching the nearby configuration
space of the GC stencil transformation. After some time, a relative maximum value is reached signifying
the onset of a new region of the PES with unique configurations. We classify the onset of this region by
counting the number of configurations following this inflection change in Ekin. as shown by the filled points.
Once this first inflection is triggered, we start counting for the opposite inflection change, as shown by the
open points, signifying the onset of an already visited configuration space as identified by the fingerprint
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Figure 4.4: Illustration summarizing the HistoryGC mechanism of the GCMH method. Each plot shows
a compact representation of the GCMH computation at different GC iterations. Each axis is subdivided
into an independent composition hyperplane with separate funnels, shown by the noisy quadratic well,
representing a 1-D formation energy-configuration space. The black funnels represent those already added
to the HistoryGC list, the gray funnels show the funnel chosen across the GC iteration MH trials for the
next step in the GCMH procedure. The pink colored funnel represents the already explored configuration
space that is avoided through the HistoryGC implementation.
from the MH method. After the second inflection change is triggered, the trial computation is terminated
and further exploration of the PES (shown in gray) is avoided.
By monitoring Ekin. rather than E, we are able to more easily distinguish between unique, revisited, or
trapped configurations resulting from the MH process. Also, the signature for this type of average inflection
change remains effective even in a noisy PES.
The combined implementation of the HistoryGC and Nfun. criteria serves as a type of collective variable
that reduces the PES into classifiable regions characterized by an energy depth and a configuration space
width. Also, by construction, the Nfun. parameter may have some direct relation to the entropic attraction to
the funnel bottom. However, we more loosely apply it here as an identification approach that characterizes
the funnel in an average sense and that is more closely related to the thoroughness in which a nearby
configuration space is searched after a GC transformation.
4.3 Case Study: Structure Identification in a Fullerene
We choose as a case study to analyze the PES of the well-known fullerene buckyball cluster (shown in
Fig 4.1B)) since its PES has been characterized as a “structure-seeker” in other studies134 meaning it is
significantly more structurally stable than other isomers. An effective PES search from any nearby metastable
configuration should eventually reach this final stable configuration; thus it is an ideal test case for the
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GCMH procedure. Furthermore we note that fullerene structures feature several well-known point defect
mediated mechanisms that allow a structure to move toward a lower energy configuration, including climb
of dislocation-like structures. We use a fullerene cage containing six four atom rings (“the 4-6 cage”, shown
in Fig. 4.1C) and a configuration formed from a cross-sectional slice of a nanotube, studied elsewhere,135
to demonstrate and tune the technique. We use the 4-6 fullerene cage as the starting configuration for both
the MH and GCMH computations since it is a natural isomer that by construction does not belong to the
same funnel. Therefore, a large number of topological changes would be needed in order to transition to the
target buckyball structure.
4.3.1 Details of the GCMH Computation
We include the results of three GCMH calculations, corresponding to each type of point defect ensemble.
The trajectories are initiated from the starting 4-6 cage using the AIREBO force field and atom composition
patterns mentioned previously. From the behavior of other shorter computations, we determined that for
the stencil used, a Nfun. parameter near 5 was able to quickly sample the local configuration space after a
GC transformation without missing key energy reducing atomic rearrangements. Furthermore, in order to
maximize the ability of the algorithm to use GC shortcuts, we implement a fully exhaustive search of all
possible transitions by setting γ = 1.0. We further implement the atomic stencil transformation shown in Fig
4.1D which has been observed in a previous study as the bond preserving reconstructed defect configuration
for such systems136.
The results of the GCMH computations are summarized by plots of the formation energy versus GC
iteration in Fig. 4.5. Each computation was started simultaneously and terminated when one reached the
target buckyball configuration. Each point is colored by the system’s composition number and holds the
formation energy of the funnel bottom chosen among MH trials at each GC iteration. The interstitial and
vacancy-rich ensemble computations are also shown and depict an initial lowering of the formation energy
before visiting a higher formation energy at the end of the trajectory. Following a more steady decrease of
the overall formation energy profile, the neutral GCMH computation followed a configuration-composition
trajectory where a final GC transition and subsequent MH trial resulted in the target buckyball configuration
near GC iteration 120. Several configuration snapshots are also included from the 60 atom number system
to relate this trend. The first snapshot of the trajectory depicts a jagged fullerene created after breaking
the symmetric features of the initialized 4-6 cage structure. The second snapshot shows a more spherical
fullerene structure with a slight protruding feature at the lower right corner. The last snapshot in the
trajectory shows a nearly complete spherical structure which, with one GC transformation and localized
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MH application, becomes the buckyball fullerene.
Although more testing is required, the success of the neutral condition over the vacancy and interstitial-
rich ensembles might be related to the fact that the Stone-Wales137 defect is the main defect for sp2 covalent
materials. On the other hand, the application of a vacancy or interstitial-rich condition may be more effective
in other material systems such as metals while the class of sp3 semiconductors may be more complicated.
By construction of the HistoryGC feedback mechanism, each of the GCMH computations feature a lack
of configuration revisiting among the unique GC transformations. Without this feedback mechanism, the
trajectory would have exhibited plateau-like steps in the formation energy vs GC iteration profile signifying
an inescapable sampling of the GC-PES. An example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 4.6 for a similiar
neutral point defect ensemble calculation with the HistoryGC list turned off. This enhanced sampling is
important to the GCMH success and steers the computation toward new regions of the GC-PES.
4.3.2 Standard MH Comparison
The results of a highly optimized set of MH computations are included for reference to demonstrate the
need for improved techniques, such as the GCMH method, when implementing a “physically” based PES
exploration. Fig. 4.7.A,B show the results of two long MH computations that ran for the same time and from
the same starting 4-6 cage but, used separate force field potentials. These MH trajectories clearly portray two
difficulties associated with any “physically” based PES exploration. The AIREBO force field, with a lower
computational cost finds the lowest energy structure, shown in Fig 4.7.C, after visiting almost 60,000 unique
configurations. This structure is in an energy-configuration space associated with multiple under-coordinated
topological defects as seen near the upper left and right regions of the cluster. Large structural changes are
still needed in order to transition toward the buckyball configuration. The ReaxFF potential138,139, which
has a smoother PES description but at a higher computational cost, finds its lowest energy structure around
25,000 unique configuration visits. This configuration, shown in Fig 4.7.D has a lower energy and is one
centrally-located bond rotation away from the buckyball configuration. After reaching this configuration,
the ReaxFF trajectory spends almost half of the remaining computation searching for the complex energy
reducing pathway associated with the coordinated motion of the Stone-Wales transformation.
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4.4 Discussion: Visualizing the Point Defect GCMH Trajectory
Through the PES
The GCMH method successfully converges on the buckyball configuration by providing both addition and
subtraction GC shortcuts equally to the target 60 atom system. This guides the system through an energy
reduction over the course of the combined configuration and composition changes, even in the glassy energy
landscape of the force field potential. To visualize the effectiveness of the GC-PES sampling against the
pure MH example, we implement two CV’s or descriptors that decompose the configuration-composition
space into comparable quantities. A stress descriptor, Σ, measures the span of per atom hydrostatic virial
stresses, σ, across the system such that
Σ = |max(σ)−min(σ)| (4.3)
An additional distance based descriptor, Ξ, measures the nearest neighbor separation distance across the
system, or | ~rNN.|, such that
Ξ = |max(| ~rNN.|)−min(| ~rNN.|)| (4.4)
The application of these descriptors to the GCMH and MH computations can be seen in Fig. 4.8 A,B.
The cross and diamond points represent the descriptor values for the buckyball and 4-6 cage configurations
respectively. These quantities are compared with the fingerprint difference of each configuration and the
lowest energy configuration of its series. The lowest energy configurations found for the 58 and 62 atom
number systems only differ from the buckyball configuration by a local GC stencil transformation. Although
more sophisticated methods exist for determining the spatial similarity of configurations140, the overlap
matrix difference or fingerprint difference are simple descriptors that can be used to quantify variation
relative to a common reference state, even across varying atom numbers.
For the stress descriptor shown in Fig 4.8A, the MH trajectory, represented by the distribution of blue
points, is densely populated near a value of 0.25 with a set of outlier configurations at higher values. Each
GCMH case with differing atom number (58, 60, or 62) has a stress descriptor value close to the bottom of
the MH distribution. This demonstrates the selectivity of the GCMH in choosing configurations with certain
types of stress features. The distance descriptor, Fig 4.8B, shows a similar MH distribution. The GCMH
points are concentrated near the lowest grouping in the MH distribution, which again shows the selectivity of
the GC-PES search. In this case, a low value for this descriptor indicates a preference for a fully coordinated
system where there is a small difference between the largest and smallest inter-atomic neighbor distance.
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We also plot the descriptor value for a 60 atom carbon nanotube slice, represented by the black triangle.
The large separation of this configuration from the other points clearly portrays a very different configuration
region of the high dimensional PES. The most important regions in these plots are the overlapping clusters
of GCMH points for the 58, 60, and 62 atom cases. These groups of points show that the 58 and 62 atom
cases form a bridge that takes the system to the buckyball configuration along an alternate configuration-
composition pathway outside of the MH distribution of configurations.
This new GC-PES methodology incorporates GC shortcuts based on point defects in a traditional PES
exploration. The approach implements several unique techniques during its operation such as a predefined
atom stencil for GC transitions, an energy super-basin classifier based on the Ekin. feedback parameter of
the MH method, and a separate HistoryGC for biasing the search during the GCMH operation. With these
techniques, a more effective sampling of the PES is seen allowing the incorporation of GC pathways that
direct the minimization toward the target, low energy buckyball configuration. In the following chapter,
this carefully constructed method is applied on a larger graphene system in order to study the structural
formation mechanisms of dislocations. This will require additional enhanced sampling techniques to reduce
the number of GC transitions considered such that a completely exhaustive search (γ=1.0) is not necessary.
4.5 Improving the Efficiency of the GCMH Algorithm
4.5.1 Smoothness of the PES
As demonstrated by the previous fullerene example, the features of the PES are extremely important in
determining the effectiveness of a physics-directed PES exploration. For the long MH calculations initiated
from the 4-6 cage structure, the AIREBO and ReaxFF force fields exhibited unique characteristics. For
example, the formation energies associated with these calculations, as seen in Fig 4.7, show a more equal
distribution of magnitudes for the ReaxFF case while the AIREBO force field feature an unequal distribution.
This observation suggests that the search is operating differently based on the mathematical representation
of the force field used.
In order to visually represent this behavior, we demonstrate the features of the potential energy landscape
by using a graph network visualization procedure commonly used in exploratory data analysis and other
visual analytics fields of research. Specifically, we use a radial axis layout scheme to plot the first one hundred
minima found during each run. Each configuration minimum is placed as a vertex or node on the graph and
ordered counter-clockwise around a circle by decreasing energy magnitude which is also represented by the
red/blue to white vertex colormap. An edge or line is drawn connecting the preceding and subsequent unique
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minima found during the course of the computation. If an edge or, equivalently, configuration pathway is
already present between two minima, it is not drawn again. Each node is also scaled in size by the degree
or number of edges associated with it in order to highlight the interconnectedness of nodes across the graph
or, equivalently, minima across the PES. This approach offers a much simpler post-processing visualization
of the search compared to disconnectivity graph visualizations, which are more commonly used to visualize
MH computations but require additional calculations using methods such as the Nudged Elastic Band to
determine the exact transition states between minima.
Fig. 4.9 A,B shows this minima graph representation for the MH computations using the ReaxFF and
AIREBO potentials. The MH exploration for the ReaxFF potential shows a dense connection of vertices
with similar energy magnitude. In this case, multiple low energy configuration pathways are present between
minima with an average graph degree of 5.78 or almost 6 pathways per configuration. From this connectivity,
the behavior of the energy during the ReaxFF MH calculation is justified since it consistently revisits similiar
portions of the PES. The configuration network for the AIREBO MH exploration instead shows a sparse
connection of nodes across larger energy differences. The average graph degree is exactly 2 and upon
closer examination, each configuration can be seen connecting only two other unique configuration during
the calculation. In this case, the search did not revisit a single configuration during the PES exploration.
The varying energies are, therefore, an artifact of only visiting new configurations during the search. This
observation is consistent with previous applications of the physical class of PES exploration techniques which
have demonstrated that certain interatomic force fields are associated with unrealistic energy minima due to
either a lack of smoothness in the PES or an inappropriate description of the physics resulting in a glass-like
or unnavigable PES.107,141
Without the GC shortcuts provided by the GCMH method, the use of the standard MH method with the
AIREBO potential results in an unnavigable exploration or one that does not allow for a smooth transition
among nearby minima without first visiting high energy configurations associated with under-coordination.
Point defect substititions with short MH calculations are able to steer the PES exploration toward regions
with fully coordinated atoms and the visitation of many unphysical, spurious minima are avoided as a result.
The GCMH method allows for shortcuts that can greatly aid a standard PES exploration. However, the
implementation of an efficient parallelization technique can also greatly improve the energy reduction among
minima found during such calculations.
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4.5.2 Variable Softening
An improvement was added to the original MH method that uses a velocity softening115 process during
the molecular dynamics escape steps. During this process, an iterative dimer method142 is used to reorient
the trajectories of the randomly generated atom velocities toward low curvature directions of the potential
energy surface. By reorienting the escape trajectories in this way, the system is directed away from high
energy barriers, thereby increasing the chance of escaping into nearby energy minimum. This modification
has the effect of improving the speed of the original MH method by several orders of magnitude. A simple
example is included to demonstrate the effect of softening on the initialized MD velocities for the dislocated
graphene system shown in Fig. 4.10A. As discussed in the critical thickness analysis, this configuration was
generated by inserting an extra half plane of atoms whose termination results in the formation of a 5-7
dislocation pair with a non-zero internal strain field. Fig 4.10B shows an example of randomly generated
MD velocity trajectories at each atom location for this system. The other trajectories, Fig. 4.10C-F, show
the effect of applying thirty softening iterations or Nsoften = 30 but at various horizontally applied strains.
Fig. 4.10C,D,E show the change of trajectories after softening for the applied strains e11 =0,1,2%. In these
cases, the trajectories are only slightly modified and show small collective changes in certain atom regions.
The trajectories for the 3,4,5% applied strain cases, however, converge to the same velocity vectors as seen
in Fig. 4.10F. This observation suggests that for a specific applied softening iteration and strain threshold,
the stability of the configuration against the formation of another structure is heavily influenced by certain
reconfiguration directions in the PES.
This example shows the competing behavior of various low curvature directions among the PES from
an initialized configuration. The applied strains, which were included to enhance the effects of softening
for this example, help to transform the PES such that fewer low curvature directions are present. As the
strain increases, the features of the PES change such that fewer softening iterations are needed to converge
to a low curvature direction of the PES. This is evident in Fig. 4.10G which shows the change in the
curvature of the PES along the velocity trajectories as a function of applied softening iteration for each
strain case. These plots demonstrate the two limiting cases of under-softening and over-softening during
the trajectory reorientation process. Under-softening, which is portrayed in the unstrained case, provides
little modification to the curvature direction of the PES and keeps the trajectories similar to their randomly
initialized state. Over-softening, which is demonstrated by the 3,4,5% applied strain cases, represents a limit
where the calculation is consistently redirected to the same trajectories, preventing further discovery of new
minima and increasing the time spent searching from configurations already visited.
In order to improve the effectiveness of a parallelized GCMH search, we introduce an extension to the
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standard softening implementation that incorporates multiple task group instances with a variable softening
parameter. The motivation behind this technique is to improve the sampling rate of different minima
throughout the nearby configuration space by maintaining a balance between the over-softening and under-
softening limits. This is accomplished by directing the initialized MD trajectories toward different curvatures
of the PES through a distinct variation in the number of softening iterations used among parallel task group
workers. This procedure is similiar in principle to Parallel Replica Dynamics143 whose function is also
to capture rare events or configuration changes using molecular dynamics on multiple system replicas at
different temperatures but applied directly on curvature directions of the PES. In order to demonstrate the
effect of variable softening, we introduce two types of task group communication in which it can be used.
First, the GC-independent task group communication scheme can be implemented where each task group
is independent during the full GCMH exploration. Second, there is the GC-synchronous communication
scheme which also maintains separate task group instances but collects information between GC iterations
and uses the lowest energy configuration found collectively as the configuration for the next GC iteration.
In order to demonstrate the behavior of these communication schemes and the effects that variable
softening has on the accompanying degree of energy reduction, we use the previous fullerene analysis with
the starting 4-6 cage structure and AIREBO potential. If we were to follow the lowest energy structure
from this configuration to the ground state structure for each system across an increasing atom number, we
would eventually reach the original graphene system and the formation energy would be zero by definition.
This decreasing trend in formation energy with increasing system size has been described for similarly
structured graphene nanoflakes as following an exponential proportionality.144 By comparing the averaged
lowest formation energy structure among task group workers, we observe the exponential non-linear fit as a
means of assessing the efficiency or thoroughness in which a parallelized GCMH computation explores the
lowest energy portions of the GC-PES. Unlike the previous GCMH fullerene analysis, which cycled between
similar atom sizes, we only add atoms between GC iterations to enable the exponentially decreasing formation
energy relationship. With similiar Nfun. and γ, soley adding atoms to the system between localized MH
processes will also eliminate the need for a HistoryGC list since a new system size is introduced between
each GC iteration.
Fig. 4.11 shows a comparison of the two GCMH communication procedures with varying applied softening
using 6 task groups (or GCMH instances) for each case. Fig. 4.11A shows the GC-independent results where
each task group runs independently from each other and with a different softening parameter. Fig 4.11B,C,D
shows the GC-synchronous results with several variations of softening between task groups. The average
exponential decrease of the system energy versus GC iteration is included by a nonlinear fit shown by the
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black dotted. The degree of the exponential scaling is also shown for comparison. The GC-independent
instance, which makes no use of collective information among parallel task groups, has the smallest average
degree of energy reduction. The GC-synchronous task groups with identical softening parameters, shown in
Fig. 4.11B,C, do not diversify among the PES and, therefore, are limited in the types of energy reducing
structures found and show smaller improvements on the degree or scaling of energy reduction. The GC-
synchronous case with distinct, variable softening parameters, shown in Fig. 4.11D, directs the task groups
toward different curvatures of the PES during the parallel search and uses collective communication between
GC iteration to find more energy reducing structures. The degree of energy reduction for this communication
scheme is larger for this case compared to the other three instances which highlights the potential use of this
technique for finding low energy structures in a GC-PES exploration.
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Figure 4.5: GCMH progress as a function of formation energy and GC iteration for the A) vacancy-rich
point defect ensemble, StepGC = [56, 58, 60]. B) neutral point defect ensemble, StepGC = [58, 60, 62]. C)
interstitial-rich point defect ensemble, StepGC = [60, 62, 64]. The GC iteration with the target Buckyball
configuration has been noted. (Nfun. is labeled as funnelcnt on the figure)
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Figure 4.6: GCMH evolution as a function of formation energy vs GC iteration for the neutral point defect
ensemble StepGC = [58, 60, 62] without a HistoryGC list mechanism. The configuration re-visits shown for
Nfun. = 5 (labeled as funnelcnt on the figure) between GC iterations 92-130 portray the non-ergodic nature
of the algorithm for finding lower energy structures.
Figure 4.7: A,B) The evolution of formation energy and the MH feedback term, Ekin., over the course of
a standard MH computation as a function of the total number unique configuration visits. The blue and
red lines represent the AIREBO and ReaxFF force fields used in the computation and the dotted black line
represents the location during the exploration where the lowest energy configuration was found. C,D) The
lowest energy configuration found for the AIREBO and ReaxFF force fields respectively.
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Figure 4.8: A) Stress and B) distance based descriptors vs fingerprint difference for each configuration –
relative to the lowest energy configuration in the distribution. The distribution of blue points represents the
60,000 unique configurations of the MH computation using the AIREBO potential. The yellow, cyan, and
purple point clusters represent the 58, 60, and 62 atom GC cases respectively; and the cross, diamond, and
triangle denote the buckyball, 4-6 cage, and nanotube slice configurations, respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Radial axis graph representations for first one hundred energy minima found during a standard
MH computation on 4-6 fullerene cage using A) ReaxFF and B) AIREBO force fields where the node colors
and clockwise direction indicate increasing energy magnitudes and the node sizes represents the degree of
connectedness with other minima in the graph. The position of the starting configuration has also been
noted.
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Figure 4.10: A) Relaxed dislocated graphene. B) Non-softened randomly chosen molecular dynamics tra-
jectories. C-F) Softened trajectories (Nsoften = 30) with applied strains e11=0,1,2,3,4,5 (%) such that the
3,4,5 % strain cases converge to the same plot shown in F. G) Energy curvature along velocity trajectory
vs. softening iteration for various applied strains.
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Figure 4.11: Energy vs GC iteration plots for several GCMH computations, each with 6 task group processes
using A) GC-independent and B,C,D) GC-synchronous communication with a varying degree of softening
among task groups. The fit representing the average exponential decrease among the task groups is shown
by the dotted black line. The degree of energy reduction provided by the variably softened, GC-synchronous
case is larger than the non-variably softened GC-synchronous and variably softened GC-independent cases.
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Chapter 5
GCMH Applied to 2D Materials
5.1 A Manual GC Pathway Between Stable Fullerene Structures
The previous fullerene study included three types of prescribed cyclical variations in the system size (atom
number). This was performed as part of a more general analysis to demonstrate the possibility of obtaining
shortcuts in the PES exploration. The final target under consideration was the stable buckyball with 60
atoms. When the final system size is unknown, the best procedure for determining the addition or removal
of atoms remains an open question. However, the GC-PES methodology previously presented can still be
applied to study the stability against dislocation formation given a starting structure with similar system
size (atom number) and an appropriate sampling bias. The fullerene structures are used to demonstrate this
concept.
The means by which dislocation formation in larger systems can be studied using the previous GC-PES
methodology comes from the initialized stability of the starting structure and the resulting GC directionality
(atom additions or removals) needed to reduce the overall energy. For example, we consider the 72 atom
carbon fullerene structure shown in 5.1. This geometry, which has been previously studied as an observed
metastable configuration in other materials145, is not the most stable carbon isomer for the 72 atom sys-
tem146,147. However, through select atom removals and configuration changes, the more stable buckyball
configuration can be obtained.
Figure 5.1A shows several snapshots of this GC pathway using a manual procedure for navigating the GC-
PES without an accompaying MH calculation. A weak repulsive constraint, modeled by a simple Lennard-
Jones interaction, is added to the boundary of the system in order to force rebonding of ring topologies after
an atom removal. Mathematically, this has the effect of modifying the potential energy landscape slightly but
this does not change the overall merit of the demonstration. The selected removal and subsequent relaxation
of two off-diagonal atoms at each of the 6 facets of the 72 atom fullerene results in an optimal reconfiguration
pathway that ultimately leads to the buckyball structure. The black line in the inset plot shows the energy
evolution of this predetermined or biased GC pathway. Several other reconfiguration pathways for randomly
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Figure 5.1: A) 72 to 60 atom fullerene transition through an optimized GC pathway with the starting 72
atom fullerene colored by the local hydrostatic virial stress. The inset plot shows the formation energy after
a single atom removal and subsequent relaxation during each stage of the 72 to 60 atom transformation.
The optimal GC transformation pathway, resulting in the buckyball configuration, is shown by the black
line. The colored lines represent the pathways of randomly chosen atoms. B) The divacancy-mediated
transformation taking place at each facet of the 72 atom fullerene results in an optimal reduction in energy
and is comparable to the simultaneous climb of two dislocations toward the center of the stencil.
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removed atoms are included for a comparison as shown by the colored lines. Among the back-to-back atom
removals and immediate system relaxations, the constructed pathway is the most energy reducing.
The changes in surface topology during this fullerene transformation relate directly to the structural
rearrangements that occur during the climb and glide motion of dislocation cores in the planar structure of
graphene. For instance, the mapping of ring topology during the transformation, as seen in Figure 5.1B,
can be understood as an equivalent divacancy-mediated climb motion which features the transformation of
two pairs of rings inward. Point defect transformations like this offer new pathways toward lower energy
structures and are easily observable via a GC-PES methodology, such as GCMH, even in larger systems.
5.2 Directing the PES Exploration via Stress
Originally posed as a global optimization tool for structure prediction, the MH method becomes difficult to
apply in larger systems. In order to make a classification of a global energy minimum, the energy of each
configuration must be evaluated for comparison. As shown previously, the number of unique configurations
for small fullerene structures was large but tractable. However, with only finite computation time, one must
settle for a localized sampling of the high dimensional PES present in large systems rather than a search for
global optimality. As presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, several techniques exist for accelerating the
PES exploration and further directing it toward other low energy regions. As shown by the previous 72 to 60
atom fullerene transformation, a property or feature of the system, such as the compressively stressed four
atom rings, may allow for a clue or bias that can provide an enhanced sampling of the GC-PES necessary
for the analysis of dislocation formation in large systems.
The GCMH method demonstrated on fullerene structures utilized several accelerated techniques for ex-
ploring the PES. The first technique is the localization of the MH search. A benefit of the MH method,
especially as it applies to large systems, comes from the simplicity in which the the search can be accel-
erated. Global optimization techniques such as simulated annealing148 or basing hopping149, which utilize
thermodynamics, cannot easily separate contributions from certain regions of atoms to the PES due to
the system-wide description of temperature required during the Markovian process. This requires equal
consideration of every atom during the entire PES exploration. However, the search for a global energy
minimum can be greatly accelerated if the process is adaptively constrained to specific regions of the system
where the largest configurational changes are known to have the greatest impact on the system energy. This
is achieved through localization of the molecular dynamics escape moves during the MH process. Atoms
within a specified cutoff radius of the point defect transformation are initialized with a velocity during the
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MD escape steps. The remaining exterior parts of the system are also free to move but only in response to
the interior MD escape moves and subsequent relaxation steps. In doing so, the search is concentrated in
the interior regions by reducing the relative number of degrees of freedom involved without eliminating the
important long range elastic effects.
Another technique used to accelerate the search process is the application of point defect compositional
changes. When combined with the MH localization process, this allows for large yet stable configuration
jumps throughout the PES. The number of matching point defects transformations to test for an energy
reducing pathway in the GC-PES is given by γ, which represents the fraction of available point defects to
consider. For the fullerene case, testing all possible point defect shortcuts, or γ = 1.0, is an approachable
procedure due to the small size of the system but becomes impractical as the system size grows. The enhanced
sampling procedure we introduce is a solution that focuses the PES exploration in a way that can reliably
predict dislocation formation by considering only a subset of the available point defect transformations to
navigate the GC-PES. Based on the previous observations of both the fullerene and graphene systems, this
imposed bias is based on the distribution of stress throughout the system.
The initial 72 atom fullerene in the previous 72 to 60 fullerene transformation is also colored by the
hydrostatic stress to show that the atoms systematically removed from the system, for an optimal reduction
in relative energy, also share similiar compressive stress characteristics. Although several stress formulations
have been developed for atomistic systems150, we implement the virial stress formulation151 due to its
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where Ω is the volume or area of the domain, k and l are atoms in the domain, m(k) is the mass of atom k,
u
(k)
i is the ith component of the velocity of atom k, u¯j is the jth component of the average velocity of atoms
in the volume, x
(k)
i is the ith component of the position of atom k, and f
(kl)
i is the ith component of the
force applied on atom k by atom l. The stress of each structure is considered after a local relaxation step
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which amounts to a pairwise force contribution weighted by neighbor distances in each direction. By con-
struction, this per atom quantity directly relates the deviation of an atom’s local environment from a low
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Figure 5.2: Snapshots of full-core (8-6) dislocation climb process for h-BN/graphene interface with periodic
boundary conditions where each atom is colored by the hydrostatic virial stress. The evolution of the climb
process and the accompanying reduction in formation energy is achieved by repeated atom removals and
reconfiguration near the compressive (negative) regions of the two defect cores.
to atom insertions or removals. In order to demonstrate this concept further, the previous h-BN/graphene
study is examined once again.
In the context of dislocation formation, where climb and glide processes dictate core motion, the vacancy
or interstitial point defects naturally migrate to compressive or tensile regions near the core in order to reduce
the system energy. For example, Fig. 5.2 shows several configuration snapshots of the 8-6 dislocation core
climb process in a h-BN/graphene heterostructure colored by the hydrostatic virial stress. The initialized
pair of opposing dislocations, made through the removal of atoms in the center of the coherently strained
h-BN film, slightly reduces the overall compressive (negative) hydrostatic stresses. However, only through
the systematic removal of BN pairs up to the interface does the formation energy minimize further, thereby
equalizing the hydrostatic stress.
We use this observation to bias the choice of point defect transformations applied during the GCMH
method so that the most energy reducing structural reconfigurations can be observed with little compu-
tational effort. Although a more sophisticated consideration of stress and point defect directionality may
be possible, we assign an equal consideration to each principal direction of stress and prioritize the point
defect transformation based on hydrostatic stress. These details of the insertion/removal steps are important
because when a transformation is made at a location where it can greatly reduce the formation energy, this
will reduce the time spent searching the potential energy landscape for a more energetically favorable con-
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Figure 5.3: A-D) Snapshots of manual creation process of a pair of 5-7 dislocation cores through the inser-
tion of an extra plane of atoms. E) stacking fault misalignment created through the dissociation of a full
dislocation. The AB stacking of 6 member rings highlighted along the red and blue lines is disrupted by
the topological rearrangements of the included line defect. F) Dislocated graphene system used in GCMH
analysis.
figuration. This bias is used in conjunction with the previous GCMH method by first sorting the available
atom transformations by their average hydrostatic stress. Then, the number of point defect transformations
to attempt with subsequent MH trials (as determined by γ), is taken from the compressive (negative) range
for a defect transformation resulting in atom removals and the tensile (positive) range for atom insertions.
5.3 System Description
The critical thickness study discussed in Chapter 2 is used to help frame the GCMH method for a dislocation
formation analysis. The calculation analyzed the formation energy of the full core dislocation using the man-
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ual construction process seen in Fig. 5.3A-D at varying film and substrate thicknesses. When the formation
energy of this incoherently strained structure became less than the coherently strained configuration, the
thickness combination was recognized as unstable and likely to result in dislocation formation. The balance
of shared strain between the two systems was ultimately decided by the thickness ratios between them. In
this study, only one type of strain relieving dislocation mechanism was considered. However, other defect
structures are also stable across the high dimensional landscape of configuration and composition possibili-
ties. For example, the manually constructed 8-5-5 line defect in Fig 5.3E shows an alternative configuration
featuring the separation of the full dislocation into a pair of partial dislocations. From this line defect, a
stacking fault occurs which breaks the original lattice stacking pattern as shown by the dotted lines. A new
stacking pattern is observed across the line defect (from top to bottom of Fig 5.3E ).
In order to tune the GCMH and investigate its capabilities as a prediction tool for other dislocation
structures, we present a GCMH analysis on a dislocated graphene system using the previous Airebo potential.
The single atom species simplifies the analysis and eliminates the need for complex multi-species point
defect transformations. An additional simplification is imposed by constraining the system from out-of-
plane deformations. In doing so, the degrees of freedom are also reduced which has the effect of eliminating
many of the spurious minima previously seen in the 3D fullerene application with the same force field.
Due to the large degrees of freedom involved and the cost associated with repeated system-wide energy
minimizations, the size of the dislocated graphene system is kept small, (62A˚ width x 90A˚ height), with
an initial core separation of 13A˚ as seen in Fig 5.3F. Although this small system size may experience
elastic interactions across the periodic boundaries, the computation gives a detailed look at the effects that
different GCMH input parameters have on the resulting structures. Furthermore, the formation energies of
structures predicted during the computations are compared to the starting full core structure. Therefore,
given a suitable system size where the starting full core structure is favorable, any subsequent predicted
structure with lower energy would also be stable and likely to manifest. Any structural mechanism that
provides energy reduction is therefore plausible.
Dislocation growth is studied by manually imposing an applied strain in the x-direction to the already
present full core (5-7) dislocation pair, while keeping the y boundary fixed. For a given parameter set, a
sweep of applied strains is implemented in increments of 0.01 from 0.01 to 0.05. This range of applied strains
approximates varying degrees of lattice mismatch and is used to relate the resulting GCMH structures to
equivalent experimental conditions. With traction free boundaries, the cores would naturally attract one
another resulting in annhilation. As a result, the optimal GC directionality would favor atom removals (or
vacancy insertions) as a means of reducing the formation energy of the sytem. In order to force the formation
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of the system toward mechanisms of further dislocation growth or separation via climb or glide, the GCMH
calculations are made such that atom insertions are consistently used between each GC iteration. As a
result, we can find the range of applied strains where various defect related structural changes are stable
with respect to the initial full core dislocation pair. The lack of atom removals between each GC iteration
also means the previously introduced HistoryGC feedback mechanism is unnecessary since a system with a
specific atom number is not revisited later in the calculation.
Using the same atom stencil transformation from the previous GCMH analysis in chapter 4, Figs. 5.4-
5.15 show the GCMH predicted structures and formation energy differences (compared to the starting 5-7
dislocation pair structure shown at GC iteration=0 ) for varying applied strains and GCMH parameter
combinations, rcut, Nfun., γ, at each GC iteration. In order to highlight the structural evolution of defects,
the non six-member rings are colored according to: four-red, five-cyan, seven-yellow, eight-blue. The region
of MH activation (the location surrounding the stencil site where MD velocities are initialized non-zero) is
denoted by the dashed circle. For clarity, the behavior of the formation energy for a given applied strain is
included on the structure plots by a colored directional arrow between each GC iteration frame. The up or
down direction shows the increase or decrease in the formation energy between GC iterations. Furthermore,
the color of the arrow represents the stability compared to the starting 5-7 dislocation pair where green
and red dictate a structural transformation with a formation energy less than or greater than the initial
dislocation pair respectively.
In addition to these GC-MH parameter combinations, one additional enhanced sampling procedure is
introduced to adaptively refine the PES. This spatial refinement procedure is motivated by the previously
observed mechanisms of grain boundary growth as well as physical intuition. In the presence of other
inhomogeneous defects, a region that falls outside of the localized MH cutoff region may reconfigure to
a much lower minimum energy structure. In order to include these portions of the PES, we retain the
previous cutoff regions between GC iterations. However, the increase in the number of atoms considered
in the localized MH region result in the addition of other unique configurations during a PES exploration.
As a result, the signature for an energy super-basin, used as a stopping criterion for the MH method, must
be scaled in order to take into account the new additions to the PES configuration space. In order to
demonstrate the effect that refinement has in such calculations, we impose a simple linear scaling of the
previously discussed Nfun. parameter rather than the observed N !exp(N) scaling relationship discussed in
Chapter 4. For a fixed rcut parameter, the Nfun. parameter is modified by the addition of νx(# of MH-
Regions). In this analysis, where atoms are only added to the system, we simply assume the addition of a
fixed number of atoms between each GC iteration, such that the term simplifies to νx(# of GC iterations).
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The structures and energies for three GCMH computations using refinement are given in Figs. 5.14-5.19
with Nfun. scaling values ν =0,3,5.
5.4 Important Defect Structures in Graphene
Previous theoretical and experimental studies have identified several structures that play a key role in the
formation and annihilation of dislocations in graphene. One of the first experimental studies on this topo-
logical evolution was performed using aberration-corrected high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(AC-HRTEM) to both image and stimulate the structural changes.1 The controlled electron beam was used
to selectively sputter atoms from the grapene sheet, creating vacancies that mediated the formation, an-
nihilation, and migration of the full core (5-7) dislocation. The formation process, shown in Fig. 5.20A,
involved the nucleation of a single 5-8-5 defect that grew via the formation of an interconnected pentagon-
heptagon loop structure that closed into an opposing 5-7 dislocation pair. The annihilation process, shown
in Fig. 5.20B, featured the migration of two pairs of 5-7 dislocation cores toward one another where one pair
annealed back to pristine graphene through another interconnected pentagon-heptagon structure and the
other pair stabilized to a symmetric flower-like defect. The mechanisms of migration, shown in Fig. 5.20C,
were also identified and feature climb (migration of the core along the direction of the 5-7 symmetry line),
glide (migration of the core tangent to the 5-7 symmetry line), or other complex glide motions such as the
multi-step bond rotation that moves the core even further along the glide direction.
Another experimental study that used electron beam irradiation to control the creation of defects in
graphene made observations regarding the formation of different types of defects with respect to beam
exposure time2. By focusing the beam over a 10 nm2 area, several types of recurring structures were
observed such as the 5-8-4 line defect, 5-7-5 point defect, and 8-5-5 line defect as shown in Fig. 5.20D. The
stability of the flower defect against annealing was also observed as additional beam exposure did not anneal
the defect back to pristine graphene. Also, the pair of 5-7 dislocation cores was observed as stable when not
subjected to further beam exposure unlike other defects which annealed back to pristine graphene on their
own.
One last relevant experimental work used electron beam sputtering of graphene at high temperatures
suspended over SiN to consistently create a stable 8-5-5 stacking fault3. This study determined that the
thermal expansion difference between the film (graphene) and underlying support (SiN) created a tensile
biaxial loading necessary for stable 8-5-5 partial generation. An energy analysis was also provided to show
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Figure 5.5: The formation energy difference (with respect to the initial full core 5-7 dislocation structure)
per GC iteration for the GC-MH predicted structures in Fig. 5.4.
partials which should then follow a low energy kink mechanism, shown in Fig 5.20E, toward annihilation.
One of the first theoretical works discussed the various energies of defect structures in graphene by
describing dislocations and grain boundaries in graphene in terms of disclinations or misorientation angles4.
This study calculated the energies of manually constructed structures using DFT and categorized them as
a function of the misorientation angle, θ, created across the grain boundary. Fig 5.21A summarizes these
results and shows the 5-7 (1,0) as the most stable at low misorientation angle and the interwoven 5-7 defect
chain (labeled as LAGBII) as the most stable at higher angles. An important result of this study was the
realization of a range of misorientation angle grain boundaries through the incorporation of various (1,0),
(1,1), or (0,1) defect pairs. From the large misorientation angle possibilities, the two energetically favorable
combinations were determined 21.8◦ (labeled as LAGBI) and 32.2◦ (labeled as LAGBII).
An extension to this theoretical work utilized a method to generate many different types of grain bound-
aries based on misorientation angle symmetry and a tessellation based minimization procedure.152. A sub-
sequent study5 used these structural combinations with molecular dynamics to study their energies versus
misorientation angle with out-of-plane buckling included. The results of this study are shown in Fig 5.21B
and show that the most stable structures contain pentagon-heptagon pairs unlike other 8-5-5 configurations
experimentally observed elsewhere153–155. This difference is attributed to the out-of-plane buckling included
in the analysis. It is further noted that the 8-5-5 structures are seen only in free-standing films after the use
of electron beam irradiation or with films on substrates.
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Figure 5.6: GC-MH predicted structures following an initially dislocated graphene system at various applied
strains with the following input parameters: Nfun. = 5, rcut = 5A˚, γ = 0.01 or 20 MH trial per GC iteration.
The corresponding formation energy difference per GC iteration plot is given in Fig. 5.7. (Nfun. is labeled
as funnelcnt on the figure)
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Figure 5.6: (cont.)
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Figure 5.7: The formation energy difference (with respect to the initial full core 5-7 dislocation structure)
per GC iteration for the GC-MH predicted structures in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.8: GC-MH predicted structures following an initially dislocated graphene system at various applied
strains with the following input parameters: Nfun. = 5, rcut = 10A˚, γ = 0.004 or 8 MH trial per GC
iteration. The corresponding formation energy difference per GC iteration plot is given in Fig. 5.9. (Nfun.
is labeled as funnelcnt on the figure)
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Figure 5.8: (cont.)
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Figure 5.9: The formation energy difference (with respect to the initial full core 5-7 dislocation structure)



























































































































































































































Figure 5.11: The formation energy difference (with respect to the initial full core 5-7 dislocation structure)
per GC iteration for the GC-MH predicted structures in Fig. 5.10.
5.5 Discussion of GCMH Predicted Structures
The experimental procedures that use electron beam irradiation to spatially control the creation of defects in
2D materials operate similarly to the GCMH method used to probe the GC-PES for low energy structures.
The localized MH region, used to spatially localize the structure search, operates like the beam size used
to focus the thermal energy for structural reconfigurations. The Nfun. counting procedure, used to identify
energy super-basin characteristics during the MH operation, and γ, the measure indicating the number of
point defect shortcuts to attempt throughout the GC-PES, also have some relationship to the exposure time
and intensity of the electron beam. These relationships help to make comparisons between the experimentally
observed and GCMH predicted structures. Although there is a procedure for determining the precise burgers
vector decomposition for dislocations in arbitary crystals156, we discuss the GCMH results for the graphene
structures only in terms of structural features, formation energy difference compared to the initial full core
structure, GCMH parameter input, and comparisons to experimental observations.
The most important initial observation among each of these GCMH parameter sets is the role that
the first few GC iterations have in determining the resulting structures and behavior of the calculation or,
equivalently, which part of the GC-PES the exploration is directed toward. If the first several GC iterations
result in highly disordered structures with only increasing energy trends, such as those in Fig. 5.4 and 5.14,
the structures and energies that follow can also be expected to have similar characteristics. The parameter
set associated with Fig. 5.4 represents the non-refined case with the largest Nfun. and smallest γ among
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Figure 5.12: GC-MH predicted structures following an initially dislocated graphene system at various applied
strains with the following input parameters: Nfun. = 5, rcut = 4A˚, γ = 0.05 or 101 MH trial per GC iteration.
The corresponding formation energy difference per GC iteration plot is given in Fig. 5.13. (Nfun. is labeled
as funnelcnt on the figure)
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Figure 5.13: The formation energy difference (with respect to the initial full core 5-7 dislocation structure)
per GC iteration for the GC-MH predicted structures in Fig. 5.12.
the sets or the case where few GC transformation shortcuts are considered and a more thorough use of
localized MH is applied. The parameter set of Fig. 5.14 uses a refined GCMH with zero scaling, ν = 0, of
the Nfun. value between GC iterations. In this computation, atoms are added to the MH region between
GC iterations without increasing the “degree” which a funnel bottom is pursued for a trial process. Each
of these computations, therefore, exhibits an inability to reduce the formation energy between GC iteration
and is restricted to high energy configurations of the GC-PES.
For the first few GC iterations, climb and glide of the 5-7 core appear as the most energy reducing
changes to the GC-PES. This is clearly seen in the GCMH computation shown in Figs. 5.14,5.15 which
has the highest γ parameter among the sets and, therefore, the largest number of trial processes between
GC iteration. When compared to the other parameter sets, this calculation has the largest concurrent
appearences of climb and glide processes among applied strains. However, with a similar computation time
among each parameter set, this calculation only reaches GC iteration=2. The large computational cost
associated with many trial based MH processes results in a large reduction in energy but with only small
progress along atom number changes.
For all other cases, where a climb or glide step of the core is not taken between each of the first several
GC iterations, the nucleation of higher energy defect structures results in the complex evolution of several
types of structural characteristics. Consistent with experimental observations and theoretical predictions,
many of these complex structures involve an interwoven pentagon-heptagon line defect, 8-5-5 line defect,
or combinations of the two. For example, we consider the GCMH computations without refinement where
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Figure 5.15: The formation energy difference (with respect to the initial full core 5-7 dislocation structure)
per GC iteration for the GC-MH predicted structures in Fig. 5.14.
energy reduction acquired by the splitting of the lower dislocation into partials and full dislocation climb of
the upper core. This is followed by the collapse or annealing of the lower stacking fault and the formation
of a four atom ring structure similar to the 8-4 line defect seen in Fig. 5.20D.
In some cases, such as Figs. 5.6,5.8,5.10, the pentagon-heptagon line defect closes into a distinct grain
boundary loop resembling the experimentally observed loop structures in the 5-7 dislocation formation and
annihilation processes. For instance, Fig. 5.10 e11 =0.01 and 0.03 show the formation of multiple nano-grains
with a fully closed ring structure. At later GC iterations in the same GCMH calculations, the formation of
an intermediate 8-5-5 partial structure also nucleates additional nano-grain structures.
From the results shown in Fig. 5.18 and 5.16, we see that refinement provides a way to reduce the
history-dependent nature of the calculation when the lowest energy GC pathway is not taken at the start
of the computation. By retaining the MH regions between GC iterations and scaling the Nfun. parameter
accordingly, high energy defects introduced at early GC iterations can be reconfigured later resulting in
either new types of defect structures or those predicted using a more exhaustive GCMH search with large
γ values. For instance, at e11 = 0.02, the ν = 3 scaled calculation shows the presence of an intermediate
“complex glide” configuration that is later reconfigured to the subsequent glide location as a consequence
of the extra MH regions. In the non-refined calculations, such as in Fig. 5.10 e11 = 0.02, this complex
glide defect dissociates into other high energy structures since the cutoff distance for the MH activation does
not include the atoms necessary for reconstruction. For the same refined calculation, at e11 = 0.02 with
ν = 3 scaling, a stable grain boundary loop is nucleated with mixed LAGBI and LAGBII characteristics as
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Figure 5.17: The formation energy difference (with respect to the initial full core 5-7 dislocation structure)
per GC iteration for the GC-MH predicted structures in Fig. 5.16.
the exploration of a new low energy region of the GC-PES consistent with theoretical predictions.
In order to differentiate the ability of the varying parameter sets to reduce the formation energy, we
separate the GCMH calculations according to γ and Nfun.. The parameter sets with larger Nfun. and
smaller γ are more similiar in operation to the standard MH method which prioritizes reconfiguration with
few or no point defect shortcuts. The parameter sets with smaller Nfun. and larger γ prioritize point
defect shortcuts over standard MH reconfigurations. The plots shown in Fig. 5.22 summarize the GCMH
average sign change of the energy as a function of these two parameter combinations for each case of applied
strain. For the non-refined calculations, the plus or minus (shown in black) is drawn for each parameter
set to represent a majority of increasing or decreasing formation energy structures compared to the starting
dislocation structure. The refined calculations (shown in gray) are characterized similarly but in order to
classify the Nfun. value, which varies during the process, we consider the average obtained between the
starting and ending values of the computation.
From these plots, the collective reduction of energy among each GC iteration is most common with larger
values of γ. In the largest application of γ, a consistent climb and glide of the core structure is frequently
observed. The use of a large Nfun. parameter, however, is not as effective in reducing the formation energy.
The interior points for these plots (toward the origin) represent the calculations that have a balance between
the two modes of operation. In these situations, several instances of overall energy reduction are seen at
larger applied strains.
Although these plots offer some insight on the collective energy change for a given parameter set, they
do not offer information regarding the magnitude or rate of energy reduction relative to GC iteration or
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Figure 5.18: GC-MH predicted structures with refinement (ν =5) following an initially dislocated graphene
system at various applied strains with the following input parameters: Nfun. = 5, rcut = 4A˚, γ = 0.001 or
2 MH trial per GC iteration. The corresponding formation energy difference per GC iteration plot is given
in Fig. 5.19. (Nfun. is labeled as funnelcnt on the figure)
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Figure 5.18: (cont.)
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Figure 5.19: The formation energy difference (with respect to the initial full core 5-7 dislocation structure)
per GC iteration for the GC-MH predicted structures in Fig. 5.18.
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Figure 5.20: Various AC-TEM images of defect transformations in graphene.1–3 A) Formation of full-core 5-7
dislocation pair through interconnected pentagon-heptagon defect structure.1 B) Annihilation of several 5-7
dislocation cores through climb and glide migration and interconnected pentagon-heptagon defect movement
resulting in the highly stable flower defect.1 C) Migration pathway of 5-7 dislocation core through climb or
glide pathways shown by the direction of the red arrow.1 D) 8-4 line defect, 5-7-5 point defect, 8-5-5 line
defect.2 E) Kink assisted glide of 8-5-5 line defect.3
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Figure 5.21: A) Grain boundary energy per unit length (eV/A˚) vs. misorientation angle, θ, for several GB
compositions.4 B) Results of a similiar but more detailed analysis5 in graphene with the minimum energy
grain boundary found at various misorientation angles (shown by the black line). Several compositions are
shown and colored by the excess energy per-atom (eV).
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computation time. The previous observations show that a larger γ consistently ensures the lowest energy GC-
pathway is traveled but at a much higher computational cost. For a faster exploration across atom number
changes with moderate energy reduction, a balance between point defect shortcuts and MH reconfiguration
can be used as seen by the energy plots of Fig 5.7 for a non-refined GCMH operation. The refined GCMH
calculation with the strongest linear scaling of Nfun., ν = 5, also shows steady decreasing trends in energy
reduction (as seen in Fig. 5.19) with a fast exploration of atom number changes. However, compared to
the non-refined calculations that sample over many GC iterations, this has the smallest deviation in energy
relative to the starting structure for each case of applied strain. This suggests a stronger average tendency
for the refined exploration to find low energy structures compared to the other non-refined “balanced” cases.
For example, the complete nano-grain structure formed during the refined GCMH calculation, as seen in
Fig. 5.18 e11 = 0.03, has a lower formation energy compared to all the non-refined GCMH parameter sets
at the same applied strain.
Overall, the trends from these calculations show that for low values of strain, any line defect found
during the GCMH analysis is unstable relative to the initial 5-7 dislocation pair. This is consistent with
experimental observations that have also associated the occurence of line defects such as the 8-5-5 partial
structure with strained configurations caused by an underlying support layer. In the GCMH calculations,
low valued applied strains are insufficient in magnitude and the cost of incorporating the defect structure is
greater than the strain relaxation it provides. However, in many of the calculations, a critical strain value
>2% pays for this cost in many of the defect structures observed. The collective stability against these other
structures indicates the likelihood of the system to reconfigure to many energetically allowable states and
is, therefore, an indication of a critical value for dislocation motion.
In summary, the GCMH method is investigated as a means to explore the GC-PES of a material system.
The method is demonstrated on an initially dislocated graphene system at varying applied strains in order
to study the structural mechanisms behind further dislocation growth. Varying GCMH parameter sets are
considered in order to study the behavior of the GCMH operation and the balance between point defect
shortcuts and MH reconfigurations. Furthermore, enhanced sampling techniques such as a hydrostatic stress
bias and a spatial refinement procedure are also implemented to aid the search for low energy structures.
Although the system size was small and periodic image effects were undoubtedly present, many of the result-
ing structures predicted from this study manifest according to mechanisms observed in experiments. The
GCMH method surpasses many other structure prediction techniques because it allows for the consideration
of systems with different numbers of atoms and can therefore treat vacancy and interstitial mediated pro-
cesses. Overall, this demonstrates the GCMH method as an appropriate tool for exploring the GC-PES to
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predict low energy structures with varying atom number. The prediction of dislocation structures, presented
in this analysis, is just one use of the GCMH procedure which can have broad applications in device and
material design where a GC-PES exploration is necessary. Future studies may involve the optimization of
the exploration through the use of other stencil transformations, a non-linear Nfun. scaling with refinement,
or more sophisticated procedures for determine GCMH parameter combinations.
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Figure 5.22: Plots relating γ and Nfun. for each of the included GCMH calculations of the dislocated
graphene system. For the non region refined calculations, the plus and minus are drawn to represent the
majority of either increasing or decreasing formation energy structures compared to the initial dislocated
system. For the refined calculations, shown in gray, the plus or minus is drawn at the average Nfun. value





In this work, the development and application of a new GC-PES exploration technique, the GCMH method,
was discussed. The motivation behind its development first followed from a continuum study of defects and
the role they play in relieving strain and affecting band alignment in GaAs/GaSb QD structures. In this
study, a hybrid experimental-computational analysis was used to identify a delicate balance between a type-
I/II band alignment based on an assumed defect structure. However, without a more advanced prediction
tool, the type of defect structure used in the study revealed only part of the story, with a more robust
analysis contingent on the true defect structure.
With the prospect of a dislocation or defect prediction tool in mind, two other studies were provided to
study the procedures in which stable structures can be predicted and to further highlight the importance
that defects can imply in device and material design. The first of these studies featured the application
of a 3D critical thickness analysis to a 2D h-BN/graphene heterostructure with comparisons to atomistic
simulation. The study highlighted a range of stable thickness combinations and embedded core distances
where these materials can be grown under defect free conditions. It also revealed the importance of vacancy
and interstitial mediated processes for modeling climb and glide of the dislocation core which helped to
formulate the GCMH procedure. The second study provided an additional analysis of defected 2D structures
and their interlayer interactions. Through the use of a simple convolution technique to simulate the electronic
vdW interaction between film/substrate and underlying support layers, we showed that the moire´ interference
pattern can be accurately portrayed.
The manual construction of defects used in all of these studies showed the importance that an accurate
defect prediction tool can have. Using concepts from previous structure prediction techniques, the full
procedure behind the GCMH method was presented and applied to a fullerene test system. Following this
analysis, the effect of the force field or PES representation on the underlying MH exploration was discussed.
Then, a parallelization scheme based on variable softening was provided as a means of diversifying the
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GCMH search across different curvatures of the PES.
The final study featured an application of the GCMH method on a small dislocated graphene system
to study the structural evolution during dislocation growth. The analysis used several GCMH parameter
sets to study the behavior of the GCMH operation and the balance between point defect shortcuts and MH
reconfigurations. An additional refinement procedure was introduced as a means of eliminating the history-
dependency of the search which arises from the stress sampling bias and localized application of the MH
processes. From these calculations, many types of structures were predicted with varying degrees of energy
reduction. These same structures are also observed in experiments which highlights the GCMH method as
an effective tool for predicting low energy structures in systems with a variable atom number. The growth of
structures that manifest from this kind of analysis can provide new insights into future device and material
designs.
6.2 Future Directions
The following points highlight future studies that may greatly improve the GCMH performance or lead to
new areas of research involving the method.
1. MH activation function: The MH activation applied in the GCMH method used a fixed cutoff radius
to select which atoms are moved during the search. However, a more sophisticated approach may involve
other activation functions such as a Gaussian representation. The approach may have the effect of
eliminating noise in the funnel characterization procedure which can offer more consistent or even efficient
GCMH explorations.
2. Non-linear scaling of Nfun. parameter during refinement: The linear scaling of the Nfun. param-
eter was used as an approximation to the exponential proportionality that might be expected. Imposing
this kind of scaling during the search may enable the manifestation of even lower energy defect structures.
3. Coarsening of the MH activation sites: The refinement procedure used in the graphene application
of the GCMH method consisted of MH activation regions added between each GC iteration. However,
some of the calculations annealed these defected regions back to pristine graphene. Imposing a coarsening
step or removal of these activation sites during the search may provide better performance. assuming the
Nfun. parameter is also scaled back accordingly.
4. Multi-scale search: The largest limitation for the GCMH applied to larger systems involve the degrees
of freedom. The stress based sampling and local MH activation was provided as a means of navigating
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this issue. While this does have the effect of reducing the degrees of freedom considered during the
exploration, the system must still undergo a system-wide relaxation to minimize the energy. A multi-
scale implementation that models the elastic effects far outside the defected regions using a continuum
method may reduce the computational effort during the system-wide relaxation steps and, therefore,
enable a much faster search. However, this will then require an appropriate multi-scale kernel for structure
similarity.
5. Other addition/removal cycles: In the graphene applications of the GCMH method, aside from
a larger system size, we should also incorporate removal cycles to this type of GC-directionality. For
instance, if we assumed a pattern of atom additions/removals such as [+2 +2 -2 +2 +2 -2 ...] we would
have a net increase of atoms similiar to the analysis in chapter 5. However, this cycled pattern may
enable a type of back-tracking characteristic during the search that can undo any high energy structures
or dead ends experienced during the GC-PES exploration.
6. Other transformations and improved environment mapping: The point defect based transfor-
mations allowed for the introduction of preset shortcuts throughout the PES navigation. However, the
combined use with the localized MH calculations was able to find more energy reducing structural con-
figurations not included by the simple point defect transformation considered. One area of future work
can involve additional complex point defect transformations mapped to the local environment such as
those shown in Fig. 6.1 for sp2 carbon. A more sophisticated mapping may consider a large catalog of
user supplied transformations (or even transformations adaptively learned from the search) with some
precalculated effect on the energy based determined by the local environment in which it is used. The
surrounding atomic environment may have a matching set of exterior neighbor atoms and stress compo-
nents that the stencil is known to accommodate with a reduction in the system energy after relaxation.
This more detailed treatment may improve the ability of point defect shortcuts to traverse the GC-PES.
7. Machine learning: The implementation of other machine learning techniques may play a key role in
enabling efficient GC-PES explorations for larger systems. For instance, possible solutions may rely
on methods introduced in the SOAP-GAP framework by Bartok157 which uses machine learning to
interpolate the energies of DFT relaxed structures based on a SOAP kernel representation. Methods such
as this reduce the complexity of the configuration-energy relationship while maintaining the smoothness
associated with a DFT computation. The combination of a GC-PES exploration with such techniques
may provide a more robust navigation of the complex potential energy surface.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of other point defect transformations or stencils for sp2 carbon. The red to blue
transformation for each case represents the addition of two atoms from a pointed interior structure (colored
in red) with 3 or 4 points or edges and varying nearest neighbor (NN) atoms (shown in black) to a closed
ring structure (shown in blue) with neighbor preserving connectivity.
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Appendix A
Methods for the Moire´ Pattern
Analysis
A.1 Van der Waals Bond Density Convolution Scheme
The simulation of moire´ images is done via a superposition scheme that creates a representation of van
der Waals bond density. All simulated moire´ results are assumed to be in the limit of weak VdW force
interactions between the two constituent layers. The potential energy surface158 relating the two layers is
considered indirectly, instead, via the choice of cut-off radii considered for each pair-wise atom interaction
(e.g. B-Ru, N-Ru, or C-Ru). This mimics the STM signature, which includes the effects of both chemistry
and local strain. Thus, the moire´ simulation method does discriminate between local atomistic composition,
as follows.
1. A range of cutoff radii [rmin, rmax] is set to control the range of the considered van der Waals attraction
between top and bottom layer atoms. Atoms that fall within this range are assumed to contribute to
the VdW interaction.
2. Contributions to the local electron density are represented visually by line segments connecting pairs
of van der Waals interacting atoms, across the gap between the two interacting layers.
3. The cutoff radii differ by species, e.g. in an h-BN/graphene layer on Ru, three different sets of cutoff
radii are applied: B-Ru, N-Ru, and C-Ru. In this way, it is possible to mimic the highly nonuniform
composition-dependent interactions that have been reported.158 In the analyses presented here, which
appear in all four figures, and the figures in the Supporting Information, those values are chosen for
each system to exclude the near-neighbor interactions, but to include the second-neighbor interactions
between the triangular lattice and the two nearby hexagonal sub-lattices.
4. The total moire´ field intensity, which simulates the moire´ pattern as measured by STM, for example,
is then expressed as the visual superposition of the line segments between interacting atoms, or VdW
bonds.
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This method creates a simulated field that mimics the spatially varying Van der Waals interaction between
layers, a problem which remains prohibitively computationally expensive for a more accurate electronic
structure method such as density functional theory, for moire´ patterns on the scale of those considered here.
We emphasize that while this does not account for local relaxation of atoms either in the plane of the stacked
structure or out-of-plane, the variable cut-off radius by atomic species provides sufficient variability as to
capture the effect of weak force interactions between layers. The resulting simulated moire´ patterns are





B.1 Detailed GCMH Flowchart and Pseudo-Code
Figure B.1: Detailed flowchart of our GCMH method with accompanying pseudo-code.
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